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ABSTRACT
x

In September, 1924, by means ef a bleedless coup

dVetat, the Chilean military intervened in the normally
stable political processes of the country,

This event

began a seven year period in her history marked by strong
military influence and dominated by the four-year civilian
dictatorship of the former army officer, Carlos Ibanez.
s
The coup, was the result of many factors, primary
,

among which was the-executive-legislative deadlock which
stood in the way of economic and social progress.

Chile’s

long domination by a landed oligarchy was challenged by the
liberal, reform-minded Arturo Alessandri, whose program was
frustrated by the conservative ’’old order” .
The military, normally non-political and obedient
to the civilian government, had been expanded beyond the
country’s needs to the point where it was no longer dependent
on any single political group.

Its action, undertaken in

the name of fiscal and social reform, was triggered by a
denial by congress of pay increases for the military.
Carlos Ibanez was able to gain control of the reform
movement md January, 1925, dominate the cabinet, and through
political maneuver, put himself in a position where he could
easily win the presidential election of 1927.
tenure,

During his

Ibanez was able to implement the reforms of the

September, 1924 movement and make sweeping improvements in
the areas of public works, education and public administrai
tion.
But these improvements were made at the cost of
civil liberties for the public and financial ruin for the
country.

Overwhelming public reaction to the results in

Chile of the world wide depression led to Ibacez^
and temporary withdrawal from the political scene.

resignation

INTRODUCTION
In many of the Latin American countries9 a result of
the Wars for Independence from Spain was a residue of a large
armed force with potentially active leadership.

Another

result was the political power vacuum left at many levels
of government by the ending of Spanish authority in Latin
America.

The combination of these two results set the'stage

for the cawdillo, the "man on horseback", backed by the .
force of arms, who filled thit political vacuum in many
places»

.
Chile was not an exception to that pattern in the

early years following independence.

From 1818 to 1830 she

was ruled by a succession of military dictators.
however, the pattern was changed,

In 1830,

Diego Portales, a strong,

non~military leader, ended Chile's period of post-war
political disorder, brought the military under the control
of a strong civil authority, and erected the structure of
centralized government under a powerful executive,

Portales

was backed by the landed oligarchy, a considerable conserva
tive force, called the pelucones or "big wigs" by its
opponents,

The pelucones called their adversaries pipiolos,

or "greenhorns" because the group was made up of young
democratic reformers of a liberal bias.

Portales gagged and

bound his piplolo opposition by controlling the press and

suppressing any active platting against his government.

It

®as Portales who ended the potential of the military as an
opposing force by stripping officers of the liberal forces
of their rank, by establishing a national guard commanded by
officers loyal to his conservative politics, and by setting
up a military academy which only the sons of aristocratic
1
: :
families were permitted to attend.
Intervention by force of arms into the political
life of many Latin American countries is not only a common
event in their histories, but has come to be an accepted
role for the military.

It has become easy for the military

to make the transition from the role of maintaining order
and discipline, to protecting the political system and the
constitution, to imposing the political will of the military
on the government.

Examples are numerous.

In Argentina in

1B52, Justo Jose' de Urquiza used a military force to overthrow the dictatorial regime of Juan Manuel Rosas,

2

Although

not himself a member of the military, Antonio Guzman Blanco
in 1870 in Venezuela led the military in a revolt to gain
Charles E. Chapman, Republican Hispanic America,
(New Yorks
The Macmillan Company, 1937), pp. 356-357 Donald
M, Dozer, Latin America; An Interpretive history, (New Yorks
IcGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 1962), pp. 268-269?
Luis
Galdames, A History of Chile* (New Yorks Russell and Russell
Inc., 196477 "pb » 240-243.
^Arthur P. Whitaker, Argentina, (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jerseys
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1964), pp. 31-32.

3
3
control of the government„

A military coup d ’etat over

threw the Brazilian monarchy in 1889 to be followed by

A

military dictatorship„

Examples are found throughout the

twentieth century.

In 1919, Agusto Leguia took political
5
'
control of Peru by means of a coup d ’etat.
In the early
IISD’s most of the governments of Latin America were dominated
by: the military,®

Juan D. Peron used the June 4, 1943 revolt

of the Argentine military against the constitutional govern
ment as a step in his climb to dictatorship of that country.
He sustained bis power by the support of a combination of
elements, primarily the laboring groups and the military,
but the initial impetus to the revolt was the personal
grievance of a group of officers,

Brazil's 1946 constitution

opened the way for military assumption of the right to enter
politics forcefully by giving the ministers of w a r , navy and
ait'' the implied duty of judging whether or not the president
b f 7Brazil is acting "within the limits of the law",

If they

^Harry Bernstein, Venezuela and Colombia (Englewood
Cliffs, See Jerseys
Prentice-Mall, Inc,, 196TJ7 pp.,46-47,
4Dozer, pp. 363-365.

'

; 1

5 Ibid., p. 502.
S'
Edwin Lieuwen, Arms and Politics in Latin America,
(New Yorks
Praeger., 1963), pp. 66-69.
7 1 bi d .

1

p . 61,

£2
judge that he is net* they "must" take action against him.
But these roles do not fit the history of the
military in Chile,

This study hopes is shorn the nature of

C hile’s politico-military development, which made the
incidence of military intervention unusual, a n d , in a more
detailed consideration, to present the story of am exception,
the involvement of the military in politics from 1924 to 19.31
The intention of the present author is to consider
separately the political and military backgrounds of Chile
as introductory material to a discussion of actual military
involvement and the dictatorship of Carlos Ibanez del Campo,
The events of Chilean political history between the years
1924 and 1931 were a series of attempts to bring stability
out of political disorder and at the same time to satisfy
the growing political and social demands, of the expanding
middle class.

^Theodore fflyckoff, "The Role of the Military in
Contemporary Latin American Politics," Western Political
Quarterly, XIII. (1960), p, 759,

CHAPTER I

POLITICAL FOUNDATIONS, 1.833-1925
The years 1924 to 1931 in Chilean political develop
ment are of particular interest, because they appear to
represent a gap in th;e continuity of order and stability.
The events of that period indicate a disregard for established
political institutions and failure in the attempt to end the
positive control of a small oligarchic ruling group.
For an understanding of this period, some factors of

J

the political background are basic to the discussion.

The

legitimacy of Chile's government as she entered the second
decade of the twentieth century was based on the Constitution
of 1833, promulgated under the leadership of Diego Portales.
That Constitution followed shortly after Chile's gaining of
independence from Spain.

Portales imposed his personality

and organizational abilities on Chile to complete the
transition from rule by monarchy to republican government.
Before Portales the means was groping and fumbling and
eventually civil war.

At the end of that civil war, a

documentary basis for the new government was created.

5

During

that period of disorder and experiment, both a unitary and a
federal form of government were tried.

The latter failed.

The Constitution of 1833, which reflected the
philosophy of Diego Pertales, was to remain in effect until
a new one was created,in 1925 under the guidance and direction
of Arturo Alessandri,

This strongly conservative instrument

of 1833 reflected the location of political power in Chile at
the time and set the stage for events to follow.
more important provisions includeds

Some of its

2

1. Delimitation of the national boundaries of Chile.
2. Establishment of the Roman Catholic religion as the
state religion to the exclusion of all others.
3. Declaration of popular, representative government
limited, however, by strict voting gualificatiom requirements
of age (twenty-five years), sex (male), literacy, and economic
status represented by ownership of property or a certain
income level.
Under this instrument, the president was chosen by
an electoral system for a five year term and could be reelected
for

am additional term of five years.

The Constitution gave

^Russell M. Eitzgibbon (e d .) „ The Constitutions of
the Americas, (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1948'),
pp. 137-138,
o
/
'
Ricardo Donoso, Desarrollo Politico y Social de Chile.,
(Santiago de Chile:
Impremta^Umiversitaria, 1942), pp. 12-15i
Galdames, pp. 240-243.

the president the power of declaring,

in agreement with his

cabinet, a state of siege in any part of the nation or all
of it.

With this authority his was the power to suspend the

Constitution and assume extraordinary powers.
The Constitution provided for a bicameral legislature.
The lower house was called the Chamber of Deputies and its
members were elected by areas within the country for terras
of three years.

The upper house, or senate, consisted of

senators elected for terras of nine years.

In addition to

making the laws of the nation, the congress also had the
power of approval ever the budget presented to it by the
president.

A Supreme Court was established whose judges

were appointed by the president for permanent terras.

Elected

local administrative officials were made directly responsible
to the president.

The armed forces of the nation were to be

1obedient to the executive and had no legislative, executive
or policy-making function or power.

This provision was

included in the Constitution to insure non-interference of
the military in public affairs.

In addition, certain consti

tutional guarantees were given to the people, such as freedom
of the press, equality before the law, taxes proportionate to
income, and inviolability of private property.
The Constitution of 1833 left the way open for a
strong executive, the fulfillment of a then current need of
the country which Galdames says arose from "the ingrained

habit of the people of that time of obeying' sovereign author
ity 5 the anarchic system through which the country had passed 5
and the very object of the code.

. .a means of putting an end

to the revolutions and disturbances which arose from the confusion in which the triumph of independence left u s „w

3

The years between the promulgation of the constitution
and the civil war of 1891 constituted a period of development
and maturation of political institutions in Chile.

But

certain events and trends of that period must be emphasized
as important to the background of the more detailed discussion
of the period .1924-1931 .

The years 1833 to 1861 saw Chile
✓

led by three strong executives$, Joaquin Prieto, Manuel Baines,
Cx

and Manuel Eontt, autocrats ruling the nation with the backing
of the powerful and wealthy landholders»
the nation did not stand still.

During that period

Some economic progress was

made, and, to a lesser extent, social progress.

The 1830's

and 13401s were a period of political stability and of
economic progress.

Advances were made in agriculture, mining

of coal, gold, silver and Copper, small scale local industry,
and foreign commerce,

iith economic prosperity came govern

ment interest in education.

Following the founding of the

University of Chile in 1842, schools at all levels were
established, and curricula were expanded to include technical
3

Ga1dames, pp. 242-243.

as well as classical subjects.

Fellowing this "intellectual

awakening9 of the 18401s , liberal ideas began to surge
through Chile,

With those ideas came active opposition to

a conservative government and to a conservative church.

That

opposition resulted in the formation of political parties and

r

the beginning of their significant participation in Chilean
politics.
/
/
/
With the election of Jose ■Joaquin Perez to the
presidency in 1861, the power of the president began to
decline and he and his immediate successors ruled with the
support of political groups.

The period 1861 to 1891 was

one of moderate change, of slowly increasing reforms to
satisfy the demands of growing liberal feelings.

In 1871,

the Constitution of 1833 was amended to allow freedom of
private worship of creeds other than Roman Catholicism,
although the latter remained the state religion and enjoyed
considerable privilege.

At the same time, the president was

limited to one five-year term with the requirement of one
intervening term before possible reelection.

The constitution

was further revised to limit the extraordinary powers of the
president in 1874.

Previous to that year, the president had

appointed the members of his cabinet.

Reforms of that year,

however, gave the two houses of congress the right to appoint
the majority of the members of the Council of State, thus
making them responsible to the congress rather than to the

10
president,

The net effect of these reforms mas to strengthen

the congress and limit the power of the president.
The relatively peaceful evolution of the government
mas interrupted by the start of Chile's major international
conflict, the Ear of the Pacific.

Since 18##, when they

were given concessions to exploit guano and nitrate deposits
in Bolivian national territory, Chilean miners had been
oppressed by heavy taxation and even expropriation on the
part of the Bolivian government and her ally by secret treaty,
Peru.

The wrongs became so great that in February, 1879, two

hundred Chilean troops were sent to occupy Antofagasta to
resist Bolivia's high-handed methods.

The occupation caused

Bolivia to declare" war on Chile and the treaty with Peru was
brought into the open.

In April, Chile countered by declaring

war against Bolivia and Peru.
produced two major effects.

The war ended in 1883 having
First, victory brought to

Chile, through acquisition of her present northern provinces,
economic prosperity in the form of extensive nitrate deposits
and workings.

The income of the government was thereby

increased from $5,8OQ,Q§0 before the war to 136,000,000 at
its end.*

Second, the end of the war saw increased activity

on the part of political parties.
4 Ibid., p. 338.

11
At the end of the w a r » Chile’s political parties were
generally aligned as followss
1„ The Conservative party represented the landed aristo
cracy and close alliance between State and Chtarcb.
2» The Liberal party advocated civil and religious
liberties such as wider suffrage and elimination of Church
monopoly over marriage, registration of births and deaths,
and cemeteries.

They were against clerical privilege.

The

Liberals were generally represented by new mining and merchant
wealth, the new aristocracy.
3. The Radical party, which organized as a party in 18.61,
represented a middle and lower class group, generally urban,
which resented dOBiinatson of the Liberal party by the wealthy.
This group generally consisted of educators, of artisans and
of small businessmen.
4. The National party, also formed at the time of the
election of 1861, was made up of a center orientation of
moderate Liberals and moderate Conservatives,
z
In 1881, Domingo Santa laria had been elected president
of Chile.

The early years of his tenure of office were

primarily occupied with the successful conduct and termina
tion of the Bar of the Pacific,

After the war, he was able to

bring about legislation for which agitation had been growing.
The Church-State conflict was effectively ended by the passage
of laws secularizing cemeteries and making marriage and

registration of birtks and deaths civil rather than religious
/

functions.

During Santa iaria's tenure, further action was

taken to limit the power of the president.

Some of these

steps included the giving to Congress the power to override
presidential veto of constitutional reform by two-thirds vote
the increase of suffrage to eliminate the income and property
requirement, and the reduction of prerogatives of local
authorities.
Those reforms did not end either strong presidential
power or oligarchic control of the government.

Santa iaria

was still able to exercise a political maneuver which had
lohg been used in Chile to allow an administration to main
tain control, that is, presidential interference in elections
The president was able, to exert electoral control through a
we%t-erganized chain of authority.

Each president .appointed

his adherents, to the important positions of leadership in
the country, chiefs of the national guard, intendents and
provincial governors.

Local public employees, an turn,

ppre obedient to those leaders.

They were in a position to

exert a strong influence over the businessmen, landholders
afid"workers in their.respective areas.

It was a simple

matter for local chiefs to manipulate the election returns
in their small areas of responsibility.t

Childs

In this way, the

Alberto Cabero, Chile y los Chilemos (Santiago de
Editorial Masclmentd , 1 9 2 6 " ppT" 213-214.

13
president, was able to exert great influence on the election
of congress and the election of his successor.
By government intervention in the election, its
candidate,

Jose Manuel Balaaceda, was elected in 1886.

But

there was a great deal of factionalism within the Liberal
party in congress and a large group was opposed to his
election.

The administration of Balmaceda gave the appearance

of great^success in many ways.

In the areas of public works

and education, large strides forward were made owing to a full
treasury.

The military services were improved and modernized

and measurable improvements were made in financial administration.
But at the same time, Balraaceda’s administration was
criticized widely.

The opposition to his candidacy in the

congress in 1886 had grown until it constituted, a majority.
Congress’s control, over the president’s cabinet was used to
create confusion in government.

Conflicts between the presi

dent and Congress became mere aggravated until Balmaceda felt
forced to put the national budget for 1891 into effect by
decree without the approval of congress.

This act was consider

ed unconstitutional and dictatorial by many.

The result of

this act was an eight-month civil war in Chile. .
The civil war was fought with the President and his
suppotters, including the army, on one side and Congress
n

with its supporters, including the navy on the other side.
Its result was the defeat of the president and negation of

14
his ability to intervene in elections.

In addition» the

strength of congress was increased and effective control of
the government came into its hands.

From 1891 until 1925,

the political history of Chile was marked by a parliamentary
form of government with the chief executive subordinated to
a position of weakness.
During the years of parliamentary government, Chile’s
social structure was undergoing change with the formation of
a middle class.

Politically, the landholder class continued

to maintain control, but the group which was to challenge
that control was growing rapidly.
for this change in structure.

There were several reasons

Expansion of educational

facilities made it possible for many to raise their conditions
of living.

Increase in industrial and mining activities
<

broadened the group.of workers who were no longer directly
dependent on the landholder.

World iar I, by creating a

stoppage in the flow a foreign goods into Chile, caused an
increase in manufacturing.

And the example of European

middle class social movements was a factor of encouragement
for the Chilean workers.
^John J. Johnson, Political Change in Latin America;
The Emergence of the Middle Sectorsg^Stanford^ CaliforniaT
Stanford University Press, 1958), pp. 75-77;
George IcCutchen
McBride, Chile; Land and Society, (Sew York; American
Geographical Society, 1936), pp. 285-209.

15
During the same period» the economic situation of the
worker worsened =

The economy of the country was expanding and

government receipts were increasing.

The cost of living

doubled between 1875 and 1900 and increased its rate of climb
during World War I.

But the worker's wage remained at a

bare subsistence level.

Social legislation was almost un

known during the period.

An exception was a habitation law

to provide workers with housing.

This law was promulgated

in 1906, but was not implemented to any great extent until
1925.8

,

" -

During the early years of the twentieth century,
awareness began to grow of an old situation.
and^ others of the middle classes,

Intellectuals

in developing an interest

in their political and social capabilities and responsibilities,
became aware of the inquilino» the Chilean field hand, the
r o t o , his urban counterpart, and the mine workers of the
northern nitrate fields and the southern coal fields.

The

worker came to realize how deplorable his working and living
conditions were.
And his action to improve those conditions
took several forms.

The most popular was the strike for

better conditions of life.
7

]

Ricardo Donoso records a strike

Cabero, p. 382.
Q
/
z Humberto Fuenzalida Villegas et al,, Chiles Geografia,
EducacionQ Literatura„ Leqislacion, Economia, #%heria7 '(Buenos"''
A ires i Editiarial Losad'a', 19'46l',' p . 186.
"

16
which took place as early as Bay, 1903 lm Valparaiso» another
in October

,

1905, in Santiago and still another in 1906 in
g
*
Antofagasta„
Between 1911 and 1920 there were 293 strikes
10
in Chile, .128 of which were for higher wages.

The lower

classes gradually came to give their support to the expanding
middle classes, expanding because of increased industrial
and commercial development and a greatly enlarged administra
tive bureaucracy.

The middle classes, which had no point of

contact with the aristocracy, accepted the workers'

support»

To the four political parties already mentioned,
three mere were added during the period between 1891 and 1925.
One was called the Liberal Democratic party and was created
from.a group which had supported President Balaaoeda during
the 1891 revolt and civil war.

11

Another was the Democratic

party, an urban group based mainly on the workers and artisans.

12

The third was called the Liberal-Independent party and has been
called a “party without a popular basis, very small, and the
only one in Congress without a recognized program, holding
the views which the individual judgments of its members
13
considered opportune.
;

9
Dpnoso, p. 108.
^Cabera, p. 390.

^^Ibid.. p. 364.
19
Federico G. Gil, "Genesis and Modernization of Political
Parties in Chile,"
Latin American Monographs Series Mo. 18 ,
(Gainesville s University of Florida Press, 1962), p. TTI
13
Galdames, p. 364.

The existence of multiple parties in congress made it
necessary to form coalitions to effect ewen the most minor
legislation.

Leadership of congress became an oligarchy of

party leaders.

"Although there was perhaps more regard for

the outward constitutional forms than in the past# Chilean
politics became little more than a frank struggle for privilege
and high office with personal and party interests prevailing
ever the national interest."

14

The political situation in Chile at the time of the
presidential election of 1920 was unique in the history of
that country.

The presidency was dominated by a parliamentary

oligarchy which maintained its power by bribery# corruption
and fraud.

Administration of the country# therefore, was in

a state of utter.disorganization.

Although many political

parties existed# none had firm programs and the only ideo
logical lines which separated them concerned education and
religion.

With the growing demands of the middle and lower

classes for social and economic reforms added to this political
milieu# the stage was set for the political ascendance of the
"Lion of Tarapaca".
Arturo ftlessandri# although he was the grandson of
an Italian immigrant, was a member of the upper class of
14

John Reese Stevenson# The Chilean Popular Front,
(Philadelphias
University of Pennsylvania Press # 1942 ) # p . 2 0 .

1ct
Chilean society. “

tie mas educated in the lam and showed

his political leanings early when as a student he wrote
anti-8almaeeda articles far a clandestinely circulated paper.
His career in politics began with his election In 1897 to the
Chamber of Deputies from the province of Curico.

In 1898 he

was made Minister of Industry and Public iorks in the govern
ment of Federico Errazuriz Echaurren.

In 1913, he acted as

Minister of Finance and in 1918 as Minister of the Interior.
/
In 1915 he was elected Senator from Tarapaca during which
campaign he was given the title of 11Lion of Tarapaca”
Long recognized as a polished and eloquent orator,
in his early years of politics Alessandri seemed to demonstrate
a liberal-conservative orientation, although some of his
speeches showed concern for social welfare.

17

When he moved

his area of political activity from Santiago to the nitrate
provinces of the north and saw the poor conditions of the
lower classes, he became a spokesman for wide liberal reforms.
In 1918 power in congress shifted to the Liberal Alliance,
made up primarily of Radicals and Democrats.

This shift was

based on the increase of middle and lower class votes in the
congressional, elections of that year.
15

Ricardo Donoso, Alessandri; ■Aoitador y Demoledor,
Cjncaenta Amos de Mistoria P o l i t T c a ^ e Chile, 2 vols.
(Mexico $
Fon do de^ C a11 ara Economica, 1952-1954), Vol7 I, 29-70.
^ i i r g i l i o Figueroa, DiccienarlQ tiistorice, Bioqrafico
y Blbliograflco de Chi 1 e Z 1800 Z l # T ri'Santiago de Chiles
Establicimientos Graficos ^Baleells & Co.” ), Vol. Ill, 501.
i7 •
•'
Galdames., p. 444 „

If") 1920 Aztaro Alessandri ssas chQseo as the presiden
tial candidate of the Liberal Alliance.

The opposition, a

coalition of the parties of the right, called the National
Onion and consisting mainly of Conservatives> Liberals and
Nationals, chose as their candidate Luis Barros Borgoio.
There were two factors which gave the advantage to Alessamdri
in this election.

The first was his own driving political
y

ambition.

The second was the apparent naivete on the part

of the. National Union candidate, who was confident that the
election could be won by buying just the right number of votes
as had been done in the past.

Alessandri, on the other hand,

led an extremely active campaign throughout Chile, a campaign
in which he attracted the lower and middle class voter by his
reform propaganda.
The election was a struggle between the forces of
tradition and those of change.

The results of the election

were extremely close, so close in fact that a ‘’court of honor"
had to be appointed to verify the winner.

Alessandri was

awarded the election by only one electoral votje.

18

Arturo Alessandri's win may be attributed to his
advocacy of certain reforms.

Shortly after he began his term

of office he addressed the congress.

In that speech he

summarized his program, proposing ’’decentralization of the
1C l a r e n c e H. Haring, “Chilean Politics.:1920-1928,H
Hispanic American Historical Review, XI, No. 1 (February, 1931),
2? Stevenson, pp. 33-34,

government, abolition of the parliamentary regime, separation
of Chwrch and State, monetary stability, social security,
governmental control of banks and insurance companies, and
presidential election by direct vote,"

19

Because of the

situation in Congress, he was unable to accomplish any of
that program in his first term.

The major obstacle to his

success was a conservative majority in the Senate.

The Liberal

Alliance which had brought Alessandri to power had a majority
in the Chamber of Deputies, which it retained after the
congressional election of 1921, but in the same election the
Senate was able to retain its conservative majority.
In practice, the first Alessandri term was a continua
tion of the preceding thirty years of parliamentary control.
The Congress continued to control the president’s cabinet.
Parliamentarians continued to use their positions to create,
positions for their friends and relatives in the ever-expanding
bureaucracy.

Alessandri’s major frustration was the fact that

he could not get legislation passed a n d , most important

the

fact that Congress delayed the passing of the budget, thus
emphasizing its control and tying the hands of the president.
^ K a l m a n H . Silvert, "A Political-Economic Sketch of
Chilean History from 1879,*
American Universities Field
Staff Reports, IV, No. 1 {January, 1957), p. 10.
"
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Galdames, p. 372.
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Detractors of Alessaodri‘s program and abilities are
represented by the following views
. * oAlessandri surrounded himself with people so
insignificant intellectually and morally, that his
mistakes immediately had repercussions in the func
tioning of the public administration.
Neither was c
the temperament of the President the most adequate
to,confront the great national problems:
he was
vehement, passionate and impulsive, sensitive to
the problems of the poorer classes, but he wasted
time pitifully in conflict with the public powers,
the Senate and the Supreme Court,
The strong
opposition that the majority coalition of the
Senate gave him exasperated Alessandri, and in the
midst of constant battle, governmental action fell
into depression and most evident i n e p t i t u d e . 2 1
Another facet of the explanation of the failure of
accomplishment of Alessandri1s first term is an economic one.
World War I, which had provided an expanded market for Chilean
minerals, was over.

With its end came the disappearance of

those markets and therefore a depression in the foreign
mineral trade.

This depression was followed by a great increase

in unemployment among nitrate and copper workers.
During the early months of 1924, the Senate continued
to limit legislation, denying passage to Alessandri's program^
The president, counting on his popular backing, proposed to
end the deadlock with Congress by modifying the Constitution
of 1833.

His aim was to end‘the power of the Congress which

allowed it to dissolve his cabinet.

To do this, he led an

active campaign prior to the congressional election of larch,
1924, in an attempt to win a firm majority in both houses of
O "I
Donoso, Desarrolio . . . , p. 118.

Congress.

The combination of an effective campaign and

executive interference brought Alessandri victory.

22

The nee Congress met in June and Alessandri tried to
get through it his long hoped-for social and financial reforms.
These reforms included» in addition to legislation for improve
ment of markers'

conditions and for the stabilization of the

economy, a proposed increase in military salaries.

Owing to

the current depression of the economy, the military's financial
situation became worse and the value of their proposed increase
in pay decreased with each day of delay.

The Congress not

only refused to pass the current budget requested by the
President, but, in the midst of popular interest in reform
and military clamoring for pay increases, acted against a
specific article of the 1833 Constitution and voted themselves
compensation,

Service in the legislature of Chile had been,

by provisions of thdt Constitution, gratuitous.
This act
23
brought the executive-legislative conflict to a head.

07
Galdames, p. 373.
2 3 Ibid.’', pp. 373-374.

CHAPTER II

NOW-POLITICAL MILITARY HERITAGE
The years between 1818 and 1830 were years of
violence

s

anarchy and disorganization„

This situation was

aggravated by what Galdames calls “ turbulent militarism",

1

Portales had come to power following a civil war in which a
large number of armed troops had participated.
the heritage of the long Wars for Independence,

This had been
It was

Portales who took the first steps to demilitarize Chile and
provide a non-military political situation for the country.
In order that the army would not revolt every time a political
Institution was in opposition to its views, Portales first
eliminated from the service all officers who had participated
on the opposing side in the civil war.

In addition, he dis

missed those officers on his own side if he was not completely
sure of their loyalty to him and his new government.

To make

the military a civilian organization, he, reorganized it and
called it a national guard.

Shile reorganizing, he assured

himself that there was no question of the political orientation
of the members.

Portales demanded strict discipline within

11bid.o p> 238.
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this institution,,

In order to perpetuate what he had started,

in 1832 he established a military academy.

In this way he

maintained control over the training and education of officers
entering the national guard.

The military academy only

accepted'candidates from the aristocratic class, the group
which was the basis for his support.

Me was employing an

idea which did not become popular until the latter part of
the nineteenth century— the idea that professional military
men in a professional organization with specific duties to
consume their time would not be so likely to take an active
part in the nation’s political activities.
Between 1831 and 1920, there were occasions when the
military had to be called into action by the government to
maintain the government in power and to maintain order.

In

1851, an armed civilian revolt took place in the northern and
southern provinces against the duly constituted authority.
The revolt was an early bid for extension of the suffrage
to give the provinces a more meaningful part in government.
In general,

it was a demonstration of dissatisfaction with

the autocratic government of the Conservatives,

This was a

period of strong presidents dictating to the legislature.
Growing liberal forces opposed their limited representation,
2 1bid.
3
Lieuwen, p., 31.
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The 1851 revolt was put down by government troops led by
General Manuel Bulmes.
over to fflanuel ffiontt.

Bulnes had just turned the presidency
By ending'the revolt, he had maintained

order in the country, but he had not eliminated opposition»
In 1859, another revolt broke out in the northern
mining provinces»

This revolt, in opposition to the govern

ment's suppression of political discussion which appeared to
be dangerous to it, was easily put down In most towns.

In

/

Copiapo, however, a civilian army of more than a thousand
troops defeated the government force sent to pacify the area.
The civilian force seemed to have large popular support.

A

larger body of government troops.was sent against the
insurrectionists, and the revolt was ended after four months
c
of conflict."
Concurrently, the Araucanian Indians in the
southern part of the country began to revolt under the instiga
tion of revolutionary leaders to create diversionary activity.
For two years government troops were involved in guerrilla
type actions to maintain peace and order in the area.

At

the end of two years, the only accomplishment of the govern
ment forces was the building of forts and pushing the frontier
toward the Araucanians.
6
had not been subdued.
r

Galdames, p . 290.
’

5 1bid.o p. 299.
. .

The long independent Indians still

6 Ibid., p. 300,

■>
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Government forces were also called into play in Chile’s
active international conflict of the nineteenth centory, the
Ear of the Pacific.

The war, a dispute over nitrate holdings

in what is now northern Chile and southern Peru, began in
February, 1879, when Antofagasta was occupied by Chilean troops
as a measure to^protect Chilean nitrate interests in that area.
Peru asked that the troops withdraw, which they refused to do.
Bolivia declared war against Chile.

Because of a secret

alliance with Bolivia, Peru had to do the same.
declared war on Bolivia and Peru in April, 1879.

Chile then
Chile at

that time had an army of only twenty-five hundred men, less
than one-quarter of the combined Peru-Bolivian force.

Because

of the geography, the naval forces of the countries were also
of critical importance.
inferior to that of Peru.

At the outset Chile’s navy was also
7

During the war, large numbers of Chileans were brought
into the army.

By November of 1879, Chile was able to move

an army of ten thousand troops into the north, consisting
mainly of miners from that area.

8

At the end of 1880, twenty-

five thousand Chileans were moved to Peru to support the .
g
occupation of Lima, and force the surrender of Peru.
At the
7 Ibid.. pp. 325-326.
8Ibid.-, p. 331.
•

9 1bid.o pp. 333-334.
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time of the sigmimg of the peaces Chile had a large number of
troops mobilized.

In addition to the northern battles,

.Chile's army had to secure the southern frontier.

In 1880,

seeing the 'southern force weakened by the withdrawal of
troops to the north, the Araucanian Indians again rose in
revolt.

By 1883, the government troops had reduced the

Indian's land-holdings to a few small towns and the Indians
1g
had finally been subdued.
fflith the peace, the temporary
soldiers who had been inducted■for the period of the war were
returned to their civilian jobs.

Chile was left with a small

force, which, under the provisions of the Constitution of 1833,
was essentially obedient.
In 1891, as a climax to the conflict between Chile's
parliament and President Balmaceda, civil war broke out.

The

Congress had the general support of the naval forces of the
country«

They moved from their bases in Talcahuano and

Valparaiso to headquarters in the northern area around Iquique,
consolidated the civilian backing in that area.

They supported

their operations by using funds from nitrate income and modern
weapons obtained with those funds from Europe.

11

The

Balmacedists had the unquestioned support of the national
army which Balmaceda immediately began to increase by forced
l 0Ibi-d., p. 337.
11Ibid., p. 346.
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levy of the civilian population.
ships.

Balmaceda had a few small

The revolutionary forces had the support of an army

of civilian volunteers from the mining provinces.
The civil war was ended with the defeat of Balmaceda
and his adherents in the early days of September, 1891, after
nine months of bloody fighting.

Ms a result, the country

moved into a strong parliamentary form of government in which
the president was subject to the control of the congress.
The naval and military forces of the countrys with the end
of hostilities and the reestablishment of order, returned to
their normal maintenance and training duties.

The temporary

forces; returned to their civilian occupations,
Although Chile had fought and won the War of the
Pacific, she began to realize that her weapons and methods
were out of date. ‘12

in 1.885 she invited a German military

mission to undertake a training program on a small scale.

In

✓

that year, President Domingo Santa Maria asked that the
Chilean Ambassador to Germany, Guillermo latta, secure a
German officer to be brought to Santiago as an instructor.^
iatta found Captain Emilio Korner, a professor of tactics and
military history in the School of Artillery and Engineers of
12

Lieuwen, p . 31.

^ F r e d e r i c k McKinley Nymm, "Civil-Military Relations
in Chile, 1891-1938."
Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation.
University of New Mexico, 1963, p. 54. .

f

Berlin, who had had combat experience in Germany's campaign
against Austria in 1866, and pot him under contract to
instruct in C h i l e . ^
The first thing Korner did after arrival in Chile
was to reorganize the Chilean military academy, along the
lines of the up-to-date German school organization.

The

first class to graduate under his instructorship completed
its course in 1890.

Of that class, five members were chosen

to be sent to Germany, Austria, France, Switzerland, and
England for further training.

15

Korner earned great prestige and reapect among Chile
military.

He was given much credit as the man who designed

the tactics for the revolutionary troops who fought against
the Balmacedists in the ,civil war of 1891.

During the 1890'

Korner set up a war college for the instruction of senior
IA
r
<<
officers.
In 1891, following the civil war, Korner was
promoted to the rank of brigadier general in the Chilean
army and later made chief of the general staff which he had
created in the German image.
;

17

By 1895, Korner had brought thirty-seven German

officers into Chile to act as instructors, and by 1900 the
^Galdames, pp.' 483-484.
^ N w m n , p. 57.
^ L i e uwen, p. 32.
^ N u n m , p. 79.

i,:?
■

Chilean array was completely n Prussianized^ as to training,
18

equipment and uniform.'

He bad continued his program of

sending officers to other countries for advanced training,
.especially to Germany.

In IfOO, because of Korner’s influence,

the Law of Recruits and Substitutes was passed.
effect, a law of conscription.

It was, in

It brought into being a

more effective and uniform way of getting troops into the
Chilean array.^
By the early years of the twentieth century, the
Chilean army had a high reputation throughout Latin America
for its modernity and effective organization.

Several

countries of Latin America began to send their officers to
be trained,
Germany.

2D

just as Chile had sent many of her officers to
In addition, Chile was requested by foreign

governments to send military missions to their countries to
act as instructors in their military school system.

In 1903,

a team of five Chilean officers was sent to El Salvador at
the request of that government to act as instructors.
officers were sent to Ecuador for the same purpose.

21

Three

And, in

^Lieuwen, P. 32.
19

Galdames, p. 386.

ri

Lieuwem, p. 33.
■ Ernesto fflurth Rojas, Ibanez § ,Cawdillo Enigmatico,
(Santiago de Chiles
Editorial del Pacifico, 1958 J, pp. 9-22.
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1907, two Chilean officers were sent to command and teach in
22
the Colombian military school.
But Korner1s ideas far outdistanced the needs of
Chile for national defense and maintenance of internal order.
The organization that he had established could not be supported
on the funds that the government' wanted to allocate to the
armed forces.

The organization became too large and complex

for its successful maintenance and practical use in a peace
time situation.

Continuous rise in equipment costs and
I
military demands for modern equipment in a worsening political
situation led to friction between the military, authorities
and those of the government,

military demands for pay and

promotion increases were continually turned down by the
government.

The situation had become so oppressive to so

many officers that in 1907 a secret lodge, called Lioa
?V
iilitar was formed.
The purposes of the Lioa iilitar were many, and not,
restricted to the demands of the officers.

The reforms for

which they were agitating were new promotion, laws which
would open up the "freeze* on promotions which was caused
by overstrength in senior officers and slow retirement.

In

addition, they wanted a new wage law that would keep military
77

x

Nunn, pp.; 84-85.

'

2 3 Ibid. . pp. 88-91.
•
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salaries in pace with the rising costs of living.

They were

asking for an adequate retirement which wogld provide a
partial solution to the promotion problem.and would guarantee
sufficient retirement pensions.

One of their desires was a

reform of the army organization which would eliminate overstremgths and end some of the problems they were faced with.
They wanted better housing and educational facilities for
the enlisted soldier.

They wanted better coordination with

the navy.

Liaison with that service had been almost stopped
?A
after the civil war of T891.
By 1910, the Liqa lilitar had spread throughout the
country among the officers of the provincial units and
headquarters.

In that year, the Club Militar was founded in

Santiago and became the control headquarters for the Liqa
Militar, the army's secret lodge.

The feeling was so intense

at the end of 1911 and the beginning of 1912 that the military
plotted to confront President Barros Borgono with their demands.
The program of the military was combined with that of the
laboring groups in the north, whose active agitation in the
for#, of strikes was increasing.

Their demands were for

political and social reform on behalf of the middle and
working classes.

The plot was abandoned because the Lipa

Militar was unable to get any well-known popular figure to
lead it.25
*

Ibid.. pp. 91-92.
2 5 1bid., pp. 92-95.
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Military and labor feelings did not abate with the
failure of the Liqa Militar's plot of 1912.

The situation

was aggravated by. economic depression at the end of World
War I, brought about by decline in nitrate markets and the
increasing use of synthetic substitutes.

By the time of

the frustrating first terra of office as President of Chile
of Arturo Alessamdri, the military had lost much of its nonpolitical character»

In 1924, the military was ready to take

part in the overthrow of the parliamentary control of Chile,
thus ending a long period in which the military took no part
in politics.
i n .1924.

There were several reasons for military action

In addition to the fact that Chile was rife with

political factionalism, she was ruled "as a private economic
and social preserve" by the Conservative oligarchy through its
26

control of the Congress,

It ignored the repeated demands

of the military,, the middle and lower classes for reform. .
The military had fast become modernizeds moving ahead of
other sectors of the population.

By 1919, the officers

trained in Germany and other foreign countries, those officers
in the grades of major and lieutenant colonel, generally
favored a reform movement.

Their financial condition was

greatly effected by the inaction of the Congress and by the
economic depression.

Their German-influenced training and

.

2g
- Terence Stephen Tarr, "Military Intervention and
Civilian Reaction in Chile, 1924-1936."
Unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Florida, 1960, pp. 106-108.

organization put them in

a position where they were

able

act independently of any

political group. The road

was

clear for the active participation
arbiter in the political

of the military as an

decisions of the nation.

CHAPTER Ill

INTERVENTION
On the second day of September, 1924, the Senate of
Chile gave approval,

in general terms, to a pay bill for

the members of Congress.

This action caased an immediate

reaction, with the greatest inte r e s t 'coming from officers of
the military garrisons of Santiago.

That might a group of

officers gathered in the galleries of the' Senate to observe
discussion of the bill and to give mute protest against the
Senate’s action.

In addition,

they wanted to call attention

to the personal interest of the military.
The following day,
:
.
■
' '
■. ^
as a.result of discussions among military officers throughout
*
the city, there were more than fifty officers in the Senate
.

'

galleries and less, effort was made to keep their sabers
fejuiet than the might before.

Protest from the Senate floor

caused Caspar iora Sotomayor, the young, former officer who
was then Minister of War, to climb to the galleries and ask
the officers to leave.

1

'

'

Reaction to the orderly military protest varied.
President Alessandri recommended preceding with caution.
^Donoso, Alessandri . . . , Vol. I, 378-379,

i
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He was not sere that he had the full support of the military,
Although he bad solicited their support, at the same time,
he had contributed to their unrest.

On December 30, 1923,

Alessandri made a speech at the Cavalry school in Santiago,

2

The purpose of the speech was to explain to the members of
the military his difficulties in office.

This speech was

but one of many that he made in visits to the military
headquarters throughout the country.

The net effect of that

particular speech was that he provoked an intense reaction on
the part of the'National Union party because of his presenta
tion of an extensive plan for constitutional reform.
ended his speech by sayings

He

^

The armed forces are the defensive organ of society
and the basis of national upkeep.
While people
exist on the earth, so that they may have the right
to live, there must be armed institutions to defend
the stability of the internal order and the integrity
of the nation when it is felt to be threatened.
Raising this cup of water, which is what your
commander-in-chief drinks, to the always increasing
prosperity and development, to the progress of the
Army of Chile, and because at a not too distant time,
we may be able to gather again to discuss the saving
reforms which have been realized,, that the Nation may
breath peacefully, that the clouds may have disappeared
from the horizon, and that we may shout at the foot of
the flags
Long live redeemed Chile!
Long live
reformed Chile!4

2 Ibid.» p. 359,
Wurth Rojas, p, 2 2 ,
4 Ibid,, p. 24.

The military was gaining additional backing among its
officers.

There were members of the Congress who demanded

immediate, and severe, disciplinary punishment of the
demonstrators.
On September 4, General Luis Altamirano Talawera,
inspector General and therefore senior officer of the army,
was called before the cabinet to explain the situation of the
military.

His comments indicated that the situation was

difficult because the movement was not an isolated one, but
had the support of the entire institution and that "any
attempt to discipline them for their actions in the senate
5
would create an unfortunate impression.“
Altamirano declared
his support of the action of the younger officers.
On the same day a meeting of lieutenants and captains
was held at the Club Milltar.

In attendance at this meeting

were Mora, the Minister of Ear, who was optimistic about
the situation and thought it could be solved without
difficulty..

General Altamirano attended and was received

with great applause by the young officers.

His reception

made him believe that he would be able to control the movement.
g
Haring, p . 6 .
%
®Luis Correa Prieto, El Presidents Ibanez; La
Solitioa y Los Politicos, (S antra go de'"'"E'h'ITel Editorial
O rbe, 1962), p . 65.
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At the end of the meeting a presidential aide-de-camp
arrived at the Club fifillitar with an invitation from President
Alessandri to a representative committee of the official
military point of view to come to La ffloneda, the Presidential
Palace, and present that point of view to him.

7

The result

of that meeting was that President Alessandri offered to
give the movement every cooperation to see that the officers
'’
;
g
received satisfaction for their d e m a n d s O n e of the officers
present reported the results of the meeting by quoting
.Alessandri1s answer to the question, "What are you going to
do?"

Alessandri answereds
I am going to satisfy your petition.
Form a military
committee as soon as possible. lake a list of bills
of constitutional type, economic, social, educational
and military, present them to the Congress, establish
a peremptory time limit for its approval? if the
Congress does not approve them in the time that you
have fixed, adjourn Congress immediately5 convoke a
constituent assembly and with me at its head we will
make a new Chile.9

Allesandri arranged to receive a committee of officers the
next day at five in the afternoon.
The September 4 meeting at the Club Milltar was also
attended by Carlos Ibanez del Campo, a young major of Cavalry
,

^

7 Ibid.. p. 81.
^Haring, p. 6 .
^Bomoso, Alessandri . « . , Vol. I, 381. '
<-
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who had beem appointed commandant of the school of Cavalry
by President Alessandri.

Bat Ibanez was not as optimistic

as the Minister of Ear and the Inspector General of the army.
After conferring with General Pablo Dartmell» who commanded
the Santiago garrison» that is, all troops stationed in
y

.Santiago, Ibanez called on President Alessaodri at La ffloneda
and recommended that he meet with the military committee
earlier than had been planned.

Alessaodri agreed and Ibanez

r&tdrmed to the Cavalry School to draft the petition which
11
Alessandri had recommended.

'
In the early hours of the

%

jperrea Prieto, p. 81
In 1896, at the age of 19,
Carlos Ibanez entered the military academy at Santiago, a
school noted for firm discipline and rigorous schedule„ In
1898, he was assigned as,a second lieutenant to a cavalry
regiment in Santiago.
For five years he was an instructor
of newly inducted soldiers.
In 1.903 he was sent to Chile's
Academia de Guerra, but his course was interrupted when he
was;sent to El Salvador with four other officers to establish
a military academy‘there. He later came to direct that academy.
He saw combat in a military engagement between El Salvador and
Guatemala.
Although his part has been described as action in
”a type of guerrilla action using more conning than tactics,1*
(Sarth Rojas, p. 15), the people of El Salvador honored him
fo^ bis leadership in the action.
In 19 09, back in Chile,
Ibanez took command of a cavalry squadron and from there began
a rapid move through positions
increasing importance in the
army. In 1919, he was named Prefect of Police in the town of §
Iquique. He held that job at; the time of the campaign and
election of 1920, a time of social and political agitation
which challenged his abilities:as a military leader and
which brought to his attention situations which he probably
would never have learned about in a military barracks in
Santiago, (iurth Rojas, p. 18.) His work in maintaining order
during the campaign and elections came to the attention of
Alessandri who Whs active in that area of northern Chile in
his campaign.
A s a rbsult^ in 1921, Alessandri-sent for Ibanez
and made him director of the school of Cavalry with the grade
of major. :
' ,
11
.
Correa Prieto, p. 81„
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Barning of September 5, 1.924, Carlos Ibanez and bis assistant.
Lieutenant Alejandro Lazo

3

drafted a list of demands.

In

the early morning when the draft was completed» Ibanez sent
copies to separate units throughout the city,

When the

officers met at the Club Militar at 10100 in the morning of
September 5, they had the Ibanez proposals in hand.
one else had had time to draft another.

No

12

By 11:00 General Altamiramo and General Dartnell had
been included in the meeting at the Club lilitar.

They

approved the list of demands, a copy of which had been
placed in their hands immediately upon their arrival at the
Club.

Major Ibanez took the floor and proposed that a

committee be formed to present the document to the President.
The committee, which later became the Junta Militar, was
formed and consisted of. twenty-five officers of. the various
units in Santiago.^^

At 11:30, September 5, the petition

containing thirteen demands was presented to President
A lessa n d r i , ^

'

1 . Immediate veto of the law of parliamentary salaries.
2 o Approval of the budget.
3. Reform of the organic laws of the Army.
4. Augmentation of the pay of the Carahineros, the Navy
and the Army.
i
13

*

Wurth Rojas, p. 38.
Donoso, Alessandri

14Ibid

.r

. , , , Vpl. I, 382.

p. 3821 lurth Rojas, p. 39.
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5, Modification of the income t ax»
6 . Law providing pensions for survivors of the Ear of the
Pacific

.

7 e Stabilization of the currency,
8 , Passage of the work code and the remainder of the
laws of a social character,
S . Passage of the law concerning private employees,
‘
10. Payment of back salaries to public school teachers
and other public employees,
11. ifetirement of the ministers Luis Salas Romo (Justice)s
Enrique Zanartu (Finance), and Caspar Mora (E a r ).
12. The Minister of Ear must always be a professional
soldier.
13. Absolute exclusion of the members of the Army and
iavy from internal political events.
r

The petition was presented by the Committee under
the leadership of Colonel Arturo Ahumada, commandant of the
military school.

Lieutenant Lazo read the petition, all items

of which President Alessandri, approved,
days to get passage of the bills.

He asked for fifteen

To the surprise of all

present, Lieutenant Lazo, albeit respectfully, told the
President that fifteen days was impossible, that it must be
15
done in twenty-four hours«

After the meeting the cabinet

^ i a r t h Rojas, p. 41.

)
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was given the opportunity to resign, which it did by 3 sDO
that afternoon.

By 10:30 that night several of the new

ministers had been sworn into their new cabinet positions.
The next day the cabinet was completed.

Of the six ministers,

three were military and three were civilian,"*®
On September 6 , a military junta was formed and
Lieutenant Colonel Bartolome Blanche was made its leader.
This junta was composed primarily of the twenty-five men
who had made up the committee to.present the military's
demands to President Alessandria

In addition, a smaller

committee was formed to act as liaison between the military
junta and the government.

This committee consisted of

Colonel Blanche, Lieutenant Colonel Alfredo. Ewing, commandant
of the Carabineros, Majors Ibanez and Arturo Puga, commander
Z

of the Tacn.a regiment, and three lieutenants, .Lazo, Urizar
and Bravo,

17

On September 7, the military junta raised, for the
first time, the question of the resignation of President
Alessandri.
Donoso, Alessandri , , . * Vol. I, 382-383s Mew
York Times, September 7, 1924, II, P» 5. The new cabinet:
Interior:
General Luis Altamirano
,
Justice and Instruction:
Gregorio Amunategui
far and Navy:
General Juan Pablo Bennett
Finance:
Admiral Francisco Nef
Public Works: Angel Gwarelld
Foreign_Affairs: Emilio Bello Codesido
^fflurth Rojas, p. 49,
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0n September 8 , several events of importance took
place.

The new cabinet was presented to the congress at

which time Altamirano? head of the new cabinet, requested
approval of all pending bills having to do with social or
public, welfare. Those bills were passed almost immediateIP
ly„
Significant among them were Laws Number 4053 through
4159, which form the basis of Chilean social legislation.
These laws were essentially the same as the welfare program
submitted by Alessandri to congress in 1921,
provisions were quite comprehensive.

19

and their

20

On the same day, the military junta presented a
declaration.

Primarily geared to the country as a whole

as an informative gesture, it also was a gesture of
18
1Q

Donoso, Alessandri

. . . , Vol. I, 385-386.

■

Fuenzalida Villegas, p. 187.

n

Cabers, p. 316.
Law' N o . ,4053 established the eighthour day, abolished child labor, limited and protected the
work of women, and regulated collective contracts; Law No.
4054 set up a program of compulsory health and accident
insurance;
Law No. 4055 established the responsibility of
the employer with regard to indemnity for work accidents;
Law No. .4056 created permanent conciliation committees; Laws
No. 4057 and 4058 recognized cooperative societies and
industrial and professional organizations (trade and labor
Unions^), the former for profit sharing, wage security and
so on, and the latter for collective bargaining, strikes
and general employ.er-employee relations; Law No. 4059
established the legal right to free association, the obligation
of the employer to set up a social security and loan fund
for his employees.
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assurance to foreign governments«

That declaration stateds

First, the military movement has not and will in
no sense have political character; Second, the
movement was inspired exclusively as a supreme
requirement to save the nation, ruined by political
and administrative corruption, and it will not end •
until its mission has been amply fulfilled; Third,
it is declared that there is no intention to make
or establish a military government or to introduce
a dictatorship of any k i n d . '

i

A third event of importance which took place on

September 8 was President Alessandri's resignation.

The

Senate, by a vote of 16 to 11, with one abstention, refused
to accept the resignation,

When Ilessandri submitted it

for the second time, the Senate again refused to accept it,
but gave him a leave of absence of six months and authorized
him to leave the country.

Before submission of his resigna

tion Alessandri had moved into the Embassy of the United
States of America, sure neither of his support from the
military, although they had pledge him their unconditional
support, nor from the government.

22

On September 10,

Alessandri left Chile for Argentina en route to Europe.
Alessamdri's resignation created a problem for the
military junta which then had to form a new government.
General Altamirano took the initiative and, acting under
the provisions of the Constitution of 1833, assumed the
title of vice-president and the duties of the presidency.
^^New York Times, September 9, 1924, p. 23.
fflurth Rojas, pp. 56-57.

Shortly thereafter, he formed a junta of government which he
beaded, and which included General Juan Pablo Bennett and
Admiral Francisco Nef.

On September It, that junta of

government dissolved the congress.
On'September 1 1 , the triumvirate which then had
control of the government'published a manifesto stating its
objectives.

That manifesto said, in effect, that the junta

intended to retain power until a new constitution was written
to replace that of 1833.

It stated further that the ruling

junta did not intend to observe the present constitution or
laws of the country if- they conflicted with the measures
23
that the junta deemed necessary to rule.
The following day a new cabinet was sworn in.

v

It was

a civilian ministry with Luis Gomez Carrene, a navy admiral,
being the only military representative,.

24

In a non-violent coup d'etat, then, the military had
ended the regime which could not bring about the social and
economic reforms necessary to satisfy the growing demands of
the middle and lower classes.

The previous government had

^^New York Times, September 14, 1924, p, 7.
o z

Donoso, AlBssandri . . . . , Volv I, 391.
Interiors Alcibiades Roldan
Justice and instructions
Gregorio Amwnategui
War and Navy:
Admiral Huis^ Gomez Carr.eBe
Finances
Fidei iuhoz Rodriguez Public Workss
Oscar Davila
Foreign Affairs s Carles Alduaate- Solar
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The cabinet
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been replaced by a military tr'iamtfirate and a civilian cabinet „
The expectations mere high.
ing.

Bet the resalts mere disappoint

The life of the new government was to be only four

and a half months.
/

There were several reasons for the discontent with

the new government.

Because all three of the military

members of the governing junta were related in some way to
the old governing aristocracy,

it was believed that the

group was merely a means to restoration of conservative
domination and the return of the National Union coalition
to power.
Questions were raised concerning the legitimacy of
the government.

Demands were made for national elections ■

for a new president.

Although one of the promises of the

junta of government had been to convoke a constituent
assembly "for the creation of a new constitution, no action
had been taken in that direction.
been initiated,

And no reform program had

"For the majority of the military junta, the

revolution had been betrayed by the junta of government and
the cabinet.

25

It was under these circumstances of public doubt and
discontent that the military again took the initiative to
\

correct what they considered an untenable situation,
i

25Tarr, p. 38.

Some events of importance led up to the overthrow of
the Altamirano-led junta of government.

On November 6 , the

junta, issued a decree.setting the date for presidential and
congressional elections for lay 10, 1925„

In addition, the

decree.stated that before a full session of congress, with
the junta of government presiding, the president-elect was
to be inducted into office on September 18, 1925, the anniver
sary of Chile's independence.

Included in this decree was

a new electoral law, which, by opening the way for local .
oligarchic manipulation, strongly favored the parties of the
Rational Union,

2 7

>
Another event indicated opposition to the government,
.

On December 9, Pedro Leon Ugalde, who had been a former

)

Radical deputy, was arrested,

On December 24, he was con

victed by court-martial of plotting to "subvert public order"
and to instigate rebellion among the non-commissioned officer
of the army for the purpose of overthrowing the junta of
28
government."
Another governmental crisis occurred shortly thereaft
when Colonel Alfredo Ewing was removed from his post as
^ New York Times, November 7, 1924, p. 16.
07
Haring, p. 10.
^ New York Times, December 26, 1924, .p. 7.
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commander of the Carabineros because some of his subordinates
had publicly recommended him as a presidential candidate in
the coming election«, and he had accepted the candidacy.

2 9

The military junta, believing that the dismissal should
have been referred to it, sent a protest to the junta of
government»

As a solution to the crisis, the cabinet offered

to resign in exchange for the dissolution of the military
junta.

The junta of government had the backing of the navy

which immediately withdrew its members from the military
junta.

The military junta dissolved itself on December 13,

the cabinet resigned and a new one was formed.

30

The new

cabinet, of decided Unionist or Conservative coloring, was
31
sworn in on December 19, 1924.
On January 8 , 1925, the ever worsening situation was
brought to a climax by a National Union convention's declaration
O Q

ff

" Wurth Rojas, p. 74.
^ Ibld.,.p . 396. T h e .cabinet including the ministries
of social security and agriculture which had been created
October 14, 1924
Interiors
Rafael Luis Barahona
Justice and Instructions
Joss’ Bernales
Ears
General Ortiz Vega
Savys Admiral Gomez CarreSo
Finances
Julio Philippi
Public Workss
Luis Adan Molina
Foreign Affairss
Carles Aldunate Solar
Social Security s Alejandro del Rio
Agricultures Arturo Alemparte

%

31Ibid.
/
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/
of its presidential candidate, Ladislao Errazuriz, the
"embodiment of the most pronounced oligarchic tradition."

32

Before the military junta had been dissolved on
December 13, Carlos Ibanez with larmaduque Crowe, an Artillery
'.ant;:' .
■
officer who had been the military junta’s liaison with the
navy in Valparaiso, went to General Bennett and tried to
apprise his of the possible dangers that its dissolution
would represent„

Their feeling was that that action would

deliver the military movement into the hands of the National
Union party.

They received no satisfaction from General

Bennett
The action to dissolve the military junta was a
stumbling block, to the personal ambitions of Carlos

Ibanez.

Seeing that the time was r i g h t , he took action to renew the
revolutionary action that had been initiated in September,
q

1924, in which he had taken a prominent part.
at the head of the new revolt.

He put himself

He had the idea that the only

way to revive the movement was to "provoke the fall of the
junta of government, name another to replace it and to put
himself in the position of minister of war, from where he
could guide the events of the nation until it could return to
p ol I ti c a 1 no rm a 1 c y .11^

~ ~

32X b i d .
"

fa

.lurth Rojas, pp. 75-76.
3 4 Ibid.o p. 78.
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He gathered his friends around him and revealed his
plans.

In order to justify to the public the action of

replacing the junta of government» there had to be an accept
able motive.

The simplest and most logical one was the

carrying out of the manifesto of the Altamirano government
of September 1.1, which stated that it would convoke a con
stituent assembly and draft a new constitution.

A new

constitution would pave the road for a new congress.
Another move to gain popular support for a new military
coup d ’etat was the idea of returning Arturo Alessandri to the
presidency.

This was a move to suggest legitimacy by putting

in the president's office a man whose resignation had never
been accepted and who, in fact, had not completed his constitu
tional term of office.

In this way, the military and Ibanez

would gain credit for returning constitutionally based,
35
democratic government to Chile.
The Ibanez master-stroke took place on January 23,
1925.

A few days before, an obstacle had been put in his

ways he had been promoted to the rank of lieutenant colonel
and at the same time received orders to relinquish command
of the Cavalry school and to prepare to go to Paris as
military attache'' there.

Fortunately for his cause, he was

able to delay giving up his command,

Without command of troops,

'
"
■
"
1
36
he would hot have been able to lead a successful coup d'etat.

35

Donoso, Alessandrl.
A "a/
Wurth Rojas, p. 82.

. . . Vol. I, 395.
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The plan of t h e ■move against the presidential palace
mas simple and mas successful*

At 5$31 in the afternoon of

January 23, La Bloneda was surrounded by troops from Santiago
and occupied by armed soldiers,

Members of the junta of

government that were in the building at the time were detained.
They were General Altamirano and Admiral Nef,

Also detained

was Minister of the Navy, Admiral Gomez Garreno,
was a shorn of force without bloodshed.

The action

The junta of govern

ment relinquished leadership of the country to Inspector
General of the Army, Pedro Pablo Dartnell and Minister of
• A■
... 37
War, General Juan Emilio Ortiz Vega.
Immediately, two telegrams mere s-eirt to President
Alessandri, mho was, at that time, ;in Bilan* Italy,

Qne was

sent by the new junta consisting of Dartnell and .Bptiz Vega,
/_

and the other was sent by the Revolutionary Committee, Ibanez
and Grove and their friends.

Both invited Alessandri to

return to Chile and reassume the presidency.

Alessandri

refused these initial invitations because he did not know
exactly what the situation was in his homeland.

q

38

To insure some semblance of order and continuity in

the administration, a decree was issued turning the cabinet
posts over to the undersecretaries who mere ordered to remain
Tt?
Ibid. , pp., 84-85.
38 •
New York Times, January 24, 1925, p. 1,

3g
in their positions until a new cabinet was constituted.
In addition, a manifesto was published from the Revolution
ary Committee to the country„

It stated that the men who had

been responsible for the movement in September, that is, the
younger officers in the army, had decided to depose those
leaders who had betrayed their confidence and "maliciously
deviated frpm oar. pregram-."*®

It then gave the history of

the past four and a half months, degrading Altamirano and
saying that the junta of. government had been gradually

moving toward the National Bn ion party, ’’delivering the
country to an oligarchy.w

41

It went on to say, "ll/e want

to call on the free majority of the country, so that, guarded
by our swords and directed, by their constitutional president,
it may reorganize Chile, bringing realization to the promises
of our manifesto of September 11."

42

It contained provisions

for the new junta of government to have a third member who
would represent the navy.
"^lurth [Rojas, (3,. 85.
The temporary cabinet
.Interiors
Cesar Leon.
Justice and Instructions
Jorge Gaete
Bar s Lieutenant Coljssnel Bartolomei Blanche
. Navys
Captain Garcia. Castelblanco
Finances Rodrigo Sanchez
' .
Public Borkss
Alfredo Balmaceda
Foreign Affairs:
Luis ^Arteaga
Social Security s lYloises Poblete Troncose
Agricultures Sarcial Astaburuaga
^ ^Mew York Times, January 24, 1925, p.. 1.
41 ibid.

t

But thB navy was not in complete accord with the
movement of the younger army officers who had carried out
coup d'etat of January 23 for at least two reasons.

the

First,

they resented the imprisonment'of two of their most distim_
guished admirals, Mef and Gomez Carreno,
Second,0 they opposed
'

'

/

the restoration of Alessandri,

The navy’s resentment and

opposition caused great tension and it was thought that it
might lead to civil war.

But meetings between the services,

with the arbitration of the diplomat, Agustin Edwards, caused
the navy to

give up its opposition to Alessandri's recall

and

43
accept a seat on the new junta of government,,.
On January 28, the Revolutionary Committee turned
the government over to the junta of government and the 29th
a new cabinet was formed,

All members of the cabinet were

pro-Alessandri.^

r'

Meanwhile, Alessandri, had been apprised of the situa

tion in Chile.

On January 26 he sent from Rome the conditions

Ponoso, Alessandri . . .> , Vol. I, 400? Alberto
Edwards Wives, La,Fronda Aristocratica, (Santiago de Chiles
Editorial del PaeiWico, 1952 ),’ p . 268.
^^Dohoso, Alessandri . .. . , Vol. I , 401.
Interiors
Armando Jaramillo z
Justice and Instructions, Jose ttaza
Ears
Colonel ^.Carlos Ibanez
Na v y : Admiral Braulio Bahamonde
Finances
Valentin Magallanes
Public Works s Francisco Mardones
Foreign Affairss
Jorge latte
Social Security:
Jose Santos Salas
Agricultures
Claudio Vicuna
■

The cabinet
,
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Milder which he would accept the itwitatioos to return to the
i
45
country.
Those conditions weres
1. Formation of a civil government on national lines
irrespective of political parties.
2. Guarantees that he would be able, to exercise full
constitutional powers, of the president with all military
units being returned to their normal duties.
3. Immediate convocation of a constituent assembly to
discuss a reform constitution.
4. Approval by the constituent assembly of new laws
regulating the.election of members of congress and of the
president in time so that at the expiration of his term.
on December 23, 1925, he could hand ever the power to a new
president,
Bbile waiting for President Alessandri to return to
Chile from Italy, the junta of government had not only to
govern, but to maintain itself in control in the face of
threats of counterrevolution on the part of conservative
elements opposed to Alessandri1
1s return.
the Unionist party were a small group.
wealthy and therefore a powerful group.

The leaders of
But they were a
The government showed

its fear of Unionist strength by ’’exercising a hard tyranny.
4 5
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Mew York Times, January 27, 1925, p. 3.
Donoso, Alessandri . . . , tidl. I, 402,
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The press was suppressed and censorship was imposed*

On

February 28* the government stated that it had discovered
a Unionist plot to overthrow the government*

As a result,

it ordered that several important Unionist political leaders
be arrested.

Aomng those arrested were former senator and

once-named presidential candidate of the Unionists, Ladislao
Errazuriz, former deputies Ismael Edwards, Emilio Tizzoni,
and Roberto Hwoeews, and retired General Carlos Harms*

All.

were ordered deported by military court and left Chile
larch 15.

v

On the first day of larch, the government decreed a
state of siege in the provinces o f Santiago, Valparaiso and
Aconcagua, centers of the greatest population in Chile, for
the stated purpose of maintaining civil order.
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This ended

individual rights guaranteed by the constitution for the
duration of the state of siege.
Arturo Alessamdri sailed from Boulogne, France, landed
in lontevideo and came overland to Santiago where he was
received in triumph on larch 28.^®
an active presidency.

Very shortly he began

The most important of his immediate

goals was a new constitution.

To accomplish this he formed,

on April 7, an assembly, called the "Grand Consultative
^ Ibid.
-

•

*

A ft

•

-

’

Sew York Times, February 23, 1925, p. 9; larch 16,
1925, p. 4.

Commission,^ consisting of fifty-three members from almost
every political and functional grouping within the country
and representing almost every current of public opinion.
The commission met regularly.

But Alessandri began to be

concerned that his proposals were not being written into the
document the way he had stated them.

On July 17, he added

forty-nine members to the commission and on July 23, fifteen
•AH
more,.
He was sure of the latter sixty-four members1
adhesion to his program.

After four months, the document

had been -written to his satisfaction.

By decree of July 31,

1925, the new constitution was to be presented to a plebescite,
The nation voted on August 30, and the new constitution was
accepted.3^
The means of getting approval of the constitution was
not accepted universally throughout Chile, nor even in
Santiago.

Political parties were opposed to the plebescite

because they did not want to see the end of the parliamentary
system, which the new constitution would accomplish.

Another

opposition view was widely published and often quoted s
If I wanted to vote, I would not know how t© do it.
I understand that the nation is being consulted on
a point which.may be answered with a yes or with a
no.
The system is bad, because it is Napoleonic and,
AQ
Oonoso, Alessandri . . . * Vol. I, 417.
A list of
members of the *Grand Consultative Commission" is included as
Appendix.
^ D o n o s o , Desarrollo

, p. 125.
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therefore-, it is tyrannic« It the [plebescifce^ is
applied in Switzerland, bat the Swiss public, welleducated politically, are 'consulted on an idea,
nothing more.
It has occurred to no one to consult
the Swiss public on a book.
And the Constitution is
a book with many pages, or, if you prefer, with many
ideas.
To lump together the answer in a monosyllable
is to expose oneself to sanctioning something that he
judges unacceptable or to reject something that he
believes to be good.
In Chile there are quite a few
citizens capable of rendering an opinion on a law
because a law is applied concretely.
But the Consti
tution is something very different.
It is so difficult
to understand the workings of a Constitution, that
possibly in Chile there are not more than 300 people
who can judge it skillfully.
Ant the plebescite of
Mr. Alessandri supposes that it is enough to read
and write to understand the merits of a Constitution.
I will abstain from voting.
I do not want to cooperate
in the realization of a farce.
Furthermore, the
abstentions will have no effect.
The dictatorial
Constitution will triumph,
ihat are the public
employees for but to make up the electoral tables?
To concur in the plebescite is to accept despotism.
I will stay at h o m e . 51
The new constitution did what the reformers and
Alessandri wanted it to do.

lost important, on paper it

ended the parliamentary system after a period of thirtythree years.

Some of the articles which strengthened the

presidency and weakened the congress were:
Article 44:

52

Previously the congress bad the power of

the passage of the budget with no limitations.

That meant

effectively that the congress could delay passage indefinitely.
51

-

•

Gonzales Bulnes Pinto, quoted in Don o s o ,
Besarrollo . . . , pp. 125-126.
^Fitzgibbon, pp. 139-162.
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thereby tying the hands of the president financially.

Under

this article,, "the bill for the budget lam must be presented
to the congress four months in advance of the date on which
it should begin to be operative, and if, at the expiration
of this period, it has not been approved, the bill presented
by the president of the Republic shall become effective."
2» Article 52s

The term of office of the president was

extended to six years.
3.

Article 6 3 s

The means of electing the president was

changed so that he would be elected by direct vote of the
"citizens of the Republic.11
4. Article 72 *

"Special powers of the president a r e :

, „ . To appoint at will the ministers of state, officials
of their ministries, diplomatic agents, intendants, and
governors."

By this article, the congress was no longer able

to effect the dissolution of the cabinet nor to wield any
authority over the intendancies or provinces of the country.
5. Article 79s

Whereas there had been no official

watchdog committee of any kind over previous elections,
procedures,

verification and so on, other than the congress

itself, this article set-up an electoral qualifications
tribunal of five men, a committee to judge all elections.
Article 10 included an important reform that had been
practiced to a certain extent for many years, but had never
been made part of the constitution.

That was the absolute

guarantee of religious freedom and complete separation of
Church and State,

Another constitutional guarantee in line

fflith mew concepts of liberal reform also appeared in Article
10,

That was the assurance of “protection of labor, industry

and the works of social welfare* in matters of hygiene,
economic conditions and a higher standard of living.
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The Constitution of 1925 was promulgated and sworn
to ceremoniously on September 18, 1925 in La loneda,
month later it was put into e f f e c t . C h i l e ,

A

in that way,

had returned to the presidential type of government which
existed before 1891.

And a sturdy rung was placed in the

ladder that Carlos Ibanez was to climb to the fulfillment
of his ambitions.

5 3 Ibid., pp. 140-141.
•8 A

'

Galdames, p. 379.

CHAPTER iy

THE DICTATORSHIP
On October 1 , 1925, less than three months before
his legal term of office mas to expire, Arturo Alessandri
again resigned from the office of the presidency.

Carlos

Ibaiez has been accused of engineering Alessandri's resigna
tion.

He had been made minister of war with the coup d'etat

of January 23, 1925 and from that time was the central figure
of the cabinet.'*

On September 30, 1925, the cabinet resigned

to assure free elections

to be held on October 24.

occasion, Ibanez refused

to resign, saying that

On that

asminister

of war he was responsible for the discipline of the armed
forces and that it was necessary for him to stay in that
position to guarantee order during the "present political
chaos in Chile,"

2

Ibanez had no desire to relinguish his

solid position of political power.

On September 29, Colonel

Ibanez' name had appeared., in the Santiago, papers with a list
■
'3
of adherents to his candidacy for the presidency of Chile,
l- '
•
1
^lurth Rojas , p..

119.

New York .Times, October 2, 1925, p. 7,
^iurth Rojas, p.

96,
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This mas followed on October 1 with a formal offer of the
presidential candidacy by a citizen's group.^
When Ibanez' candidacy was announced September 29$,
President Alessandri called Ibanez into his office and
offered him the alternatives9 either the ministry or the
candidacy, .
bot not both.

Ibanez hesitated, but finally

gave Alessandri a list of three possible replacements for
his job of minister of war,

Ibanez then returned tb his

quarters where he discussed the situation with his general
staff, a "politico-military" group of his adherents.

5

. With

the assurance of the complete support of his staff and the
senior officers of the army, Ibanez wrote a letter to
Alessandri.

In it he stated that since be had,led the coup

d ’etat of January 23, 1925, which overthrew the junta of
government and brought Alessandri,back from Europe, he felt
an obligation to remain "at his post until the .pro;gra® under
which the president was recalled is fully carried out."
Alessandri had no choice but to resign.
A pertinent sidelight to Alessahdri®s .decision to
resign was the fact that no presidential legislation could
be approved without the signature- of the responsible cabinet
minister on the bill with that of the president.
4ibid., p. 98.
5
Ibid., p. 96.
^New York Times, October 2 , 1925, p. 7.

As he was

-
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the only minister, Ibanez was put in a position where he had
veto power over the president's dictates.
an untenable position for Alessandri.

This was, of course,

7

Alessandri, before his resignation, had' appointed
Luis Barro@ BorgoSo, his opponent in the elections of 1920,
to the position of minister of the interior.

In that way,

by constitutional provision, on Alessandri's resignation,
8
Barros legally assumed the vice-presidency.•
/ _

Carlos Ibanez, still a candidate for the presidency,
offered to withdraw his name if the political parties could
come to an agreement on a single; coalition candidate.

On

October 5, the seven, major political party leaders: signed an
agreement making the candidacy of Emiliano Figueroa Larrain
unanimous.

Ibanez kept his promise and withdrew his name

from the contest,

But there were two parties that were not

included in that unanimous decision, the Communist and the
Labor parties.1®

A group within the army, at Ibanez1 instiga-

'/■

.

tion, convinced Dr. Jose Santos Salas, army surgeon and former
minister of social security and hygiene, that he should
become an opposition candidate, the candidate of the Labor
^Itiurth Rojas, p.p. 97-98.
g
Haring, p. 16.
®New York Times, October 6 , 1925, p. 28.
10

Cabero, p. 284.

•

'
v "''
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party.

Samtos enjoyed great popularity for the work he had

done as. a minister on behalf of the working groups.

11

The army was not entirely behind either dandidate.
Although it generally backed h i m , there was some opposition
z
to Ibanez, On October 18, just a week before the elections,
an officer’s coup d ’etat was attempted by three infantry
regiments from Santiago.

The coup was easily put down,

arrests were made and commands were changed to preclude a
repetition;

The group had demanded Ibanez1 resignation and

the expulsion of all military from civilian positions in the
government.

7

1

In October's elections, some of the military

backed the coalition candidate while others backed Dr. Santos
Salas, the Labor candidate.
The election was held on October 25 and. Figueroa
Larrain won by a large margin. . But it is interesting to note
that Dr. Santos Salas received a large htitttber of votes.

His

name had been proposed only a short time before the election
in opposition to the ’’unanimous*’ candidate of •the majority
parties.

As the first candidate of the Labor party, he

received 74,091 votes against the 18.6,1.87 received by Figueroa,
a surprisingly strong support.
11lurth Rojas, p.. 107,
Haring, p. 18.
; ^ S u r t h Rojas, p. 108.

13

'
- .

The Figuerea regime was fraught with troubles from
its start.

One reason was his own personality and background,

he is said to have been of a conciliatory, tranquil tempera
ment $ a gentleman who liked comfort, and disliked details.14
He was a member.of the old order, and had been trained as a
lawyer, although he had practiced law very little.

He had

started his public career as secretary of the intendency of
Santiago in 1890.

15

Although he had led the government as

vice-president in 1910, he was out of tune with the political
events of the day, and really did not understand the meaning
and impact of the military, revolts of September, 1924, and
January, 1925.
When he took office, Figueroa expected the support of
the congress to implement the new constitution.
are not reformed as easily as are laws,” 1®

But "customs

The congress was

not going to allow the president to assume the powers given
to him by the constitution.

The.attitude of that body still

reflected the customs and operating procedures of the
parliamentary years preceding 1924.

And Figueroa was not

able to impose an authoritarian will upon the congress to
support the military and labor interests.

One trouble in

14Ibid.. p. 1 2 0 .
15Figueroa.

16

111, 176.

Edwards Vives, La Fronda . . ■ . ,. p. 284.

congress was the fact that the Radical party members declined
to give support to the new government as long as Colonel
/
17
Ibanez was in the post of minister of war.
Figueroa Larrain assumed the presidency on December 23
1925 and organized his cabinet.

18

/
Carlos Ibanez continued to

be the central figure on the cabinet favoring reforms to
diminish congressional power.

The majority in congress was

a combination of the Radical and Conservative parties, both
of which continued to carry on the obstructionist, pre-revolt
program.

Ibanez1 mere presence on the cabinet was a constant

reminder of the recent military revolts for change.

19

But

his .impact on the government and the cabinet could never be
described as "mere presence1*.

'

The head of the new cabinet was laxi6 iliano Ibanez,
no relation to Carlos.

He was a politician, and a distin

guished member of the congress before he was asked to form
the cabinet.

Colonel. Ibanez called him "am honest person,

of good j u d g e m e n t . B u t

he also credits Saximiliano Ibane.z

Doneso, Alessandri
, Vol. II,. 12.
Interiors
Saximiliano Ibanez
Justice and Instruction^. Alamiro Huidobro
Ears
Colonel Carlos Ibanez
Navy;
Admiral Arturo Swett
Finances
Jorge Silva Somarriva
Public Works;
Angel Guarello '
Foreign Affairs;
Beltran llathieu
H y g i e n e (Social Security),; D r . Lucie Cordoba
Agricultures
Luis Larrain Prieto
19

the cabinet

-

Correa Prieto, pp. 127-128.

S Q Ibid., p. 128.

.

^
;
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as be lag the principal cause of the fall of tha.t cabinet „
"Mo attention was paid to the problems whose solutions should
mot have been delayed because he liked to live in the
Chamber.w

That is, Maximilian® Ibanez was a mam who loved

to spend his time in the Chamber of Deputies in debate of
minor questions while important matters were passed aside.
The cabinet of Saximiliano Ibanez lasted almost a
year, falling on November 18, 1926.

But at the end of that

period, rather than having improved, the political situation
had gotten worse| Apolitical conditions were allowed to
slip back again to a situation bordering on anarchy.”

22

In

the session of the Chamber of Deputies of April 26, 1926,
laximiliano Ibanez presented his program as minister of
interior»

Carlos Ibanez, as much a center of the government

as the other Ibanez, had accompanied him.

After the program

had been presented, a verbal attack was launched against the
military by the deputy, Enrique iatte.

Carlos Ibanez rose to

the occasion and stated before the session that he could
neither ”tolerate nor accept this sly and cowardly attack
O'Z

on the military.”

The President of the Chamber, Rafael

Luis Gumucio interrupted Ibanez1 remarks and had them stricken
from the record as being out of order
—

—

^ H a r i n g , p. 2 0 .
23Figuersa, Vol. Ill, 504.
2^Corzea Prieto, ■p p . .129-130.

^ ■
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/
Carlos Ibanez resented the insult that the Chamber
had given him, not only as a slur on the military and on his
position of minister of war, but as a personal affront, a
public reference to his inexperience in government»

In the

first cabinet meeting following this event, Ibanez complained
virulently.

He expressed his desire that the cabinet be
/
changed for a more energetic one which would identify itself

more with the program of the military revolts and the inde
pendence of the president from the congress.

Because of his

response to the slurs against the military, his support from
the military increased.

In addition, he was considered by a

large segment of the public to be the representative of their
25
interests in government.
'

In November, 1926, after heated

s

debate with Carlos I b a n e z M a x i m i l i a n # Ibanez resigned, and

2.6
his cabinet, followed.
•
/
y
Anibal Letelier was appointed by the president to
reorganize the cabinet, but he failed in his attempt.

27

November 18., Manuel Rivas Vicuna put together a cabinet,
gaining the cooperation of the congress b y ■giving them
^ l u r t h Rojas, pp. 112-113.
05
Haring, p. 20.
97

'Figueroa, III, 505.

On
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adequate representation by major political group in tbe new
cabinet'.

7B

Rivas acted as minister of hygiene until that

post could be. filled.

The key to this cabinet, was that

Ibanez was retained as minister of war in spite of the
long-term fight between Ibanez and congress.

Replacing him

in the ministry of war was thoroughly considered and debated.
It was: decided that he should remain in his post because of
the ^strong and powerful opinion in his favor in the army
and in the country.*

29

The Rivas cabinet had some small success in government.
In spite of the action of the congress during the previous
cabinet to delay the budget, the new cabinet was able to
get it passed.

It was also able to pass through congress a

law which gave the president the authority to reorganize all
departments of the government for the purposes of economy
and efficiency.
' Raring, p» 20? New York Times, November 2 2 , 1926,
p. 8 . The cabinet;
Interior:
iaoMel Rivas Vicuna '
/
Justice and Instruction5,^ Alvaro Santa Maria
lari
Colonel Carlos Ibanez
Navy: Admiral Arturo Swett
Finance : Alberto Edwards
Public Works: Julio Velasco
Foreign Affairs $ Jorge Matte Gormaz
Hygiene:
Agriculture;
Arturo Alemparte
29Figueroa, III, 50.5.
hf)
faring, p.. 2 1 .
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The fact9 honae-rer, that the Rivas cabinet was still
responsive to the congress instead of to the president? and
/^
the fact that Ibanez and congress were still in a continuous
fight, led to the fall of that cabinet only three months
after it had been constituted.

The political crisis was

brought to a head when, on the night of February 3, 1926, a
group of over fifty civilian and military men met at Ibanez*
house,

Ibanez, had appeared to indicate: a desire to retire

from politics because of opposition to him in successive
cabinets and in congress.

He was dissuaded by the acclaim:
/
31
of the group, led by Conrado Rios Gallardo,
That same
/
/ _
night, Rios Gallardo prepared a manifesto which Ibanez
approved and signed.

It was published in the daily news

papers of Santiago on February 9, 1926.
The times ih which we live are not for words, but
for decided and energetic action.
The time has come
for liquidation of accounts.
^
fe have, been playing with marked, cards, in a time
when the country yearns for and demands new
policies and strong and jubt government.
I believe I. have complied ,with a patriotic duty by
presenting to the President of the Republic the
need to proceed immediately, in reorganizing the
moral forces of Chile. I believe that I have done
well in asking of him enthusiastic action and a
revival of new men.

"*
31

Eurth Rojas, pp. 115-116.

Consistent with what has been said and with
fortitude, I will not vacillate, if the situation
requires it, in assuming the maximum responsibility
and powers that I believe necessary to avoid chaos
and to insure the well-being and the progress of
Chile.32

•

in the light of the pressures of Ibanez' military
/

and civilian adherents,

Figueroa Larrain at first thought

of resisting and then of resigning.

In the en d , he backed

down on both ideas and accepted the resignation of the Rivas
cabinet.

He gave Carles Ibanez the responsibility of forming

a new cabinet, which Ibanez did.

He gathered a group of

young men, interested in the implementation of the revolutionary reforms.

33

With' this new cabinet , the orientation of the
government for the first time was in the direction of the
new constitution and the procedures of that government are
those which continue to the present time.
The Executive authority stopped being a written
formula in the Constitution and became a fact.
The
extraordinary powers granted by the Congress were
' 32ibid., p. 117,
33Donoso, Alessandri . , , , II, 13.
The cabinet:
Interior:
Carlos Ibanez
Justice and Instruction:
Aquilesn-Vergara
Ears
General Emilio Ortiz Vega
Navy:
Captain Carlop Frdddem
Finance:
Pablo Ramirez
Public Works:
Julio Velasco,
Foreign Affairs;
Conrado Rios Gallardo
Hygiene:
Isaac Hevla
Agriculture: Arturo Alemparte
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used to their fullest extent and measures were
taken which were considered indispensable to
assure the peace of the Republic and the stability
of the existing o r d e r . 34
When President Emilian© Figueroa Larrain asked Carlos Ibanez
to assume the post of minister of interior and form a cabinet,
he was effectively turning over the reins of government to
him.

Previous to this action, Ibanez had had a strong

influence on the government— now its control was in,his
hands.

Figueroa had been asked not to resign as had the

heads of the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies.

However,

Figueroa’s continued stay in office was only as a figurehead.
From February 9, when he became head of the cabinet,
until April 7, was a time of purge in Chile, a time of
consolidation and strengthening of the Ibanez power and a
discrediting and elimination of the opposition.

To rid

himself of opposition, Ibanez used several techniques, none
of them new to the history of dictatorial government.
was propaganda.

One

The watchwords were. *lAnti=Coiimunismn and

"Anti-Bolshevism" and they appeared in most official state
ments and publications.
as head of the cabinet,

In his first official, statement,
Ibanez, on February 13, stated that
•

35

he would not "tolerate communistic doctrines in Chile."
34

-

:

Edwards Vives, La Fronda . . . s p. 294.

^ M a r r y T» Callings, "Chile's Rlew Anti-Bolshevist
Government,"
Current History, XXyI (April, 1927), 108.

Another- was suppression of opposition publications
and propaganda,.

Almost immediately after assuming the

portfolio of minister of interior,

the Communist daily,

La Jornada mas suppressed.
A third method mas arrest, imprisonment and deporta
tion,

On February 23, Ibanez began a campaign of arrest,

imprisonment and deportation of "undesirables*’ from the
country-.

The first deportees were Rafael Gumucio, the

radical former President of the Chamber of Deputies, then
director of a Conservative newspaper in Santiago, Diario
Ilustradoi Santiago Labarca, a Radical deputy; Senators
Ladislap Errazuriz, a leader of the National dniom party,
and IBanuel Hidalgo, a top Communist politician.

37

Also

included were the recently deposed minister of the interior,
Manuel Rivas Wicuma, Agustin Edwards, former Ambassador to
Great Britain, and Gwstavo^Ress, a member of the aristocracy
who had run unsuccessfully for the senate in 1924 and was
later to become Chile's minister of finance (1932) and
unsuccessful candidate for the presidency in 1938,

38

The wholesale arrests and .deportations did not stop
with the elimination of the well-known opposition politicians.
Continuing his anti-Communist' program', Iban ez issued the

36ibid.
York Timas, February 24, 1927, p.». 5,
38

■

Donoso, Alessandri , . , , II, 14,
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s/tatemMt s

"Those who ha we had the audacity to replace our

flag by the red rag of Bolshevism cannot be permitted to
control the government.M

Fie arrested five more deputies,

Alzamora, Ayala, litehell, igalde and Elias Errazoriz.

Then

he caused to be arrested more than one hundred alleged
agitators, saying th&t ^workers who retain their patriotism
need not be alarmed; the Government will protect their rights
and freedom of labor.

Public opinion should have faith and
39
confidence in their government."
Also arrested was Felipe Wrzua, the President of the

Court of Appeals of Santiago, the court above which stood
only the Supreme Court.

He was arrested because he had

allegedly delayed forL more than a year action on the charges
of fraud against Ignacio Ugarte Ovalle, the former manager
of the Government Printing Office.

Qrzea was an wexample*

of Ibanez’ determination to "purify all public institutions
including the courts."
February 26.

40

Urzua's arrest took place on

On larch 1 , the Supreme Court of the nation

opened its annual session under its president,

Javier Angel .

Figueroa, the brother of the President of Chile.

Javier

Figueroa made a speech severely criticizing the action against
Urzua and the situation that would allow such an action.

The

^ lew York Times, February 25, 1927, p. 14.
York Times, February 26, 1927, p. 4; February
2 8 , 1927, p. 4.

next d a y , in full session? the Supreme Court met and prepared
a letter of protest against Urzua's arrest and deportation
and asked for his immediate return and reinstatement in his
position.

41

Th® protest was ignored and the difficulties

between the Supreme Court and the government continued,
utilizing the public law which had been passed under the
Rivas Vicuna cabinet* and which allowed the president to
reorganize any or all departments of the government for the
purposes of economy and efficiency,

Ibanez summarily dismissed

eighteen Chilean judges, five of whom were members of the
AO
Court of Appeals.
As soon as he had heard of this mass dismissal of
judges, Javier Angel Figueroa submitted his resignation.
He and the remaining: judges of the Court of Appeals notified
the government that they declined to accept responsibility
for the consequences of the decree which brought about the
A
^
dismissal.
On April 2, by order of the government,
44
Figueroa was placed under house arrest.
President Figueroa
resisted his brother's arrest and went to the extent of
offering his resignation.

By agreement with Ibanez, President

^ i u r t h Rojas, p.. 131.
42Mew fork Timas, March 25, 1927,. p. 8 ."
451bid.
44ltirth Rojas, p. 132.

Figueroa took two months leave of absence from the presidency
instead of resigning.

Another part of the agreement mas the

ascendance of Ibanez to the vice-presidency of Chile, acting
as Chief of State during the temporary absence of President
Figueroa,

Ibanez* first act was the signing of an exonera

tion of the president of the Supreme Court, presumably a
third part of the agreement.

Javier Figueroa left Chile

for Europe for an extended vacation on April 11.

45

Arrests and deportations continued, both of members
of the extreme left and the extreme right.

Af/ter admitting

that he had supplied the Russian Soviet Government with
information concerning the political situation in Chile,
Nathan Cohen, a British subject, but Russia's agent in
Chile, was arrested in March 4.

He was deported to Argentina,

On April 29, four more prominent Chileans, Senator Luis Salas
Romo, Deputy Eulogio Rojas Mery, the lawyer Arturo Olavarria
and Professor Carlos Vicuna Fuentes, were apprehended and
'
47
shortly afterward deported to Punta Arenas.
On lay 4, 1927, President Figueroa submitted his
resignation to the congress.

By lay 6 , the Senate had

approved it and by the 10th, the Chamber of Deputies had
45

DonosQ, Alessandri

-

. . . , II, 15.

^ H a r r y T. Ceilings, "Chile," Current History
XXVI (lay, 1927), 312.
.
47

Donpso, Alessandri . . . , II, 15.
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passed favorably on it.

48

The immediate result of the

resignation was the need for a presidential election.

Little

doubt existed onaany side that the election of Ibanez was a
''stare thing",

Ibanez, by his policy of mass deportations had

effectively emasculated the political party system in Chile
and had clehred the field of most political opposition,

iith

Figueroa1s resignation, Ibanez immediately became the candidate
for the presidency and announced the elections would be held
Way 22.

The shortage of time between the announcement and

the date of the election precluded any effective marshalling
of opposition forces.
In that Way, 1927 election,
the total 230,211 ballots cast.
victory.

Ibanez polled 222,139 of

There was no question of his

As is customary in Chile with the election of a

new president, the cabinet submitted their resignations on
May.23,89
Chile's current president, Eduardo Frei Sontalva has
made the following concise resume of the character of Ibanez1
first term as President of Chiles
.

The Government of Senor Ibanez, which was born by
an apparently legitimate .act, then called for
elections, it soon had to show its true dictatorial
character
supported by force, it could neither
4 3 Ibid.
49Harry T . Collings, "Chile's New Government,"
Current H i s t o r y XXVI (July, 1927), 639.

r
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permit Congressional opposition, nor free pre s s ,
nor real union organizations, nor even the
presence in Chile of men of value and personality
who opposed it.50
There were two sides to the coin of the Ibafnez dictatorship.
On the one side was the suppression of opposition, and an
iron hand of control over the politics and policies of the
nation, made possible by the support of the army, the navy
and the carabineros, Chile's militarily organized police
force.

The other side of the coin was the dictatorship's

record of accomplishment which included the end of congress
ional obstructionism, the improvement of the government's
1
administrative machinery, and the implementation of financial
/
/
and social reforms which had been proposed with the first
military coup d'etat.

This side of the coin gave a further

support to the dictatorship because it satisfied the masses
of people who had demanded those reforms.
To make a judgement of the Ibanez regime, it is
necessary to examine not only the techniques, but the total
record of the period.
negative facets.

That record includes both positive and

It contains both constructive and destructive

aspects.
50

Alberto Edwards l/i^es and Eduardo F'rei iontalva,
Historia de los Partldos politicos Chilenos, (Santiago de
UFiil'es Editorial del 'Pacifico',''i94g,)'7'p7r",
210>
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Although he was a constitutionally elected leader,
Carlos Ibanez had maneuvered himself into a position of
dictatorial leadership*

As a dictator, the accomplishments

of his regime were many and varied.

He did not have to

accept the slow operation of a government balanced among
executive, legislative and judicial branches.

He ruled by

•decree, and, although his experience in the area of high
level administration had been very limited, quite effectively.
One of his limitations, which stems from a certain insecurity
of position, was the fact that ''he had to be consulted on
all appointments and even the smallest ministerial act.
Nothing could be done withomt his personal approval."

51

Because they were so varied, the accomplishments will be
discussed briefly in the following broad categoriess
administration, military, foreign affairs, education, and
finance.
In the field of administration, the first action of
the government was the elimination of incompetent, and
unnecessary workers.

In the government's bureaucracy, it

was estimated that 4,000 out of 34,000 government workers
were eliminated,

Ibanez then set up an efficient admini

strative system with which he could implement the reform
Wurth Rojas, p. 149.
qo
Haring, p. 24.

.
program that was his goal.

79
He reduced the number of provinces

from twenty-three to sixteen and the departments which
comprised them proportionately.

53

In the area of the military, the army, the navy and
the car.abineros were all modernized.
' 54
destroyers and submarines'.

It was reorganized along the

lines of the British Admiralty systey..
new and more modern equipment.

The navy was given

55

The army received

The services all received

increases in pay, which was a measure to conform to the
demands on the reform movement and which satisfied them
generally.

The carabineros were put-under the control of

the minister of the interior, increased to over 20,000 men
(the size of; the army and navy combine#) and distributed
throughout Chile.

This civilian force was considered by

Ibanez to be a balance against the military,

if the military

were to attack the "civilian" government.

The aviation

branch of the army was recognized as an important adjunct
to national defense for the first time,

5 3 paaw

57

York. Times 0 July 27 , 1931 , p. 2,

54Fiiue.r®a, III, 510.
cc
. .
Callings, "The Mew Chilean Government’s Policy
Toward Tacna' and Arica,™
p. 807.
^ C l a r e n c e H» flaring, "The Chilean Revolution of 1931,"
Hispanic American Historical Review, XIII, Mo. 1 (1933), 197.

57

Galdames, p. 392.
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In the field of foreign affairss the Tacna-Arica affair,
which had been unsolved since the Ear of the Pacific, and
was a thorn in the side of Chilean diplomacy, was brought to
a satisfactory conclusion during the Ibanez administration.
This pleased the Chilean people and increased Ibanez* popularity.
On Slay 17, 1929, a treaty was signed with Peru.

The treaty

was accomplished without “stale sentimentality and with the
vision of a statesman who looks to the future and anticipates
the judgement of history."

58

It was by this treaty that

Arica remained, a Chilean possession and Tacna was ceded to
Peru along with a cash settlement and considerable concessions.
■
uo," ■
In the area of education, Ibanez was responsible for
sweeping reforms.

In November, 1927, he signed the decree

for public educational reform.

This document included

education from the public kindergarten level through primary,
secondary (normal, technical and intellectual) and university
level.

The University of Chile became autonomous and received

59
a substantial operating budget.
Probably his greatest effort in the reform area was
Ibanez1 activity in the field of finance and financial
administration.

The rule was government interest in business

and financial affairs.

With state involvement in industrial

58Figueroa, III; 51ii
qg
rGal dame, a * p* 382*

rT r
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and agricultural development under Ibanez$, Chile became
almost wholly dependent for its revenues on foreign loans
and foreign trade-

One of the first reforms undertaken in

this area was the formation of the Office of the Comptroller
General.

It was that office’s recommendation that caused

the reduction in the number of government employees and the
resultant decrease in government expenditures.

Under the

Comptroller General»• salaries were lowered and the number
and amount of pensions were decreased.

60

X__

Ibanez’ ideas were big.

In 1928%, he started a program

of industrial and public works development.

His six-year

plan was to be financed by long-term loans, primarily from
the United States of America, more specifically through the
National City Bank in. New York City.61

Among the ambitious

public works programs which were undertaken were new ports
and docks, irrigation canals, highways and bridges, railroad
lines across.the Andes and within the nation, potable water
supplies, electricity, and other urban improvements.

62

In

the industrial and agricultural areas, several organizations
were founded to provide credit for development activities.
They included the Superintendancy. of Nitrate and lines, the
6®C0llis*gs, "Chile’s New Government," pi 640.
61Charles A- Thomson, "Chile Struggles for National
Recovery,"
Foreign Policy Reports, IX, No. 25 (February,
1934),.283. ,
62Figuerea,

III, 510.
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Central Bank, the Fund for Workers Insurance, the Funds for
Agrarian Credit, Mining Credit, Nitrate Credit and Coal
Credit,63

•-

The social and industrial improvements for the country
were provided at a fantastic cost,

Ibanez could not say "no*

if he considered that he was slowing down progress or denying
the nation any sort of improvement.

As a result, during his

entire administration, the country overspent its earnings
by a large margin.

The country appeared to be prosperous,
/

especially to the people who were benefitting from all the
improvements, facilities and well-paying jobs which were
available to them.
to economic decline,

In actuality, the country was on a path
The IbaEez program increased the

public debt by $186,0 0 0 ,000.64
The sum total of accomplishment of the Ibanez
dictatorship was a. modernization of Chile and an implementation
of the spirit of the Constitution of 1925.

The scope of that

accomplishment is almost overwhelming when considered in the
light of t,he time involved.

But the regime had negative

aspects which are also important to the story.
631 bid.
64

Thomson, p . 284,

,

,
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The day after the Ibanez election, he formed a new
65
cabinet.
The changes from the previous cabinet were minor
(see page 70, note 33),

One change was the combination of

k

the war and naval ministries into the defense ministry,

month after the election, they were again separated and General
Bartolome Blanche became minister of war and Captain trodden
was again made minister of the navy.®®
as Chile’s president had begun.

Ibanez’ four years

The negative aspects of

this regime were typical of dictatorships.

They included

arbitrary rule by decree to the effective by-passing of the
nation’s constitution and elimination of freedom of political
action and civil liberties.

Although the incidence of this

type of action.on the part of the Ibanez government was
frequent, only a limited number will be mentioned as examples.
r

Although he was firmly in power, in order to remain

there Ibanez had to continue his program of deportation of
outstanding leaders of both left and right.

Among those

deported after the election were Enrique Matte Figueroa,, a
.

.

.

Liberal deputy and nephew of former President Figueroa Larrain.
Callings, "Chile’s New Government,” p. 639.
cabinet:
Interiors Enrique Balmaceda Toro
Justice and Instructions
ftquiles Vergara
National Defenses
Captain Carlos Frodden
Finances'" Pablo RamirezPublic Workss
Juan Emilio Ortiz Vega
Foreign Affairss
Conrado Rips Gallardo
Healths
Jose Santos Salas
Agricultures
Arturo Alemparte

66Donoso, Alessandri . . . , II, 16,

The

He was a very QHtspeken critic of Ibanez* methods.

Also

deported were President Arturo Alessandri and two of his
sons, two former ministers of foreign affairs, Ernesto
Garros Jarpa and Galvarino Gallardo Nieto, and the editor of
the Dlario Ilustrado, Luis Alberto Cariola.®^

Also asked

to leave the country was Pedro Torres, manager of the Sank
of Chile.68
Another negative aspect of the Ibanez dictatorship
was the advent of political crime in Chile.

During her

entire history, there had been no attempt at Assassination
of a president of Chile until Ibanez.

On October 23, 1929,

President Ibanez was shot at by a twenty year old rebel while
he and his wife were leaving a dinner at the National Agricul
ture Society building.

The President was saved by the fact

that the gun jammed.6®

Another Incident which marred Chile's

record was the discovery, December 10.:, 1930, of a heavy
charge of dynamite armed with an electric detonator under a
bridge.

President Ibanez and a Iprge group of government

officials were to pass over that bridge December 10 in a"
special train.

That attempted assassination was attributed

to a group of "radicals" including merchants, students,
Ibid.., pp. 16-17? New York Times, July 4, 1.927, p. 6
October 25, 1927, p. 2.
68Haring, p. 24.
6®New York limbsi'October 24, 1929, p. 9.
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professors and lawyers„

It is significant to note that

these two attempts on the President’s life enhanced his
image with the Chilean people„

He was widely congratulated

for hawing escaped death on those two occasions,
\

Another negative facet of his administration was

Ibanez1 suspension of freedom of the press among other civil
liberties„

He could not afford adverse publicity.

Already

mentioned was the suppression of the Communist paper, La
\

Jornada.

Shortly after his election, another paper, accused

of being ”radical” , La Antorcha0 suffered suspension of
71
publication and its editor was detained by the government«
With the smallest beginnings of industrialization
in Chile, the workers joined forces for their own protection.
In 1850, the Society of Equality was founded.

This was the

start of worker’s mutual aid type groups, which had evolved
by 19 07 into the Chilean Labor Federation.

19

The Chilean

Labor Federation (FOCh) gained little strength until 1920
with the election of Arturo Alessamdri.

But it was significant

ly allied before that to the Socialist Labor party (1912}
- /
x
73
and the International Communist party (1919).
Also growing
^^New York Times, December 10, 1930, p. 15 December 11,
1930, p. 9.
"^Callings, "Chile1s N e w .G o v e r n m e n t p .

639.

floises Poblete Troncoso and Ben G. Burnett, The
Rise of the Latin American Labor Movement (New Hav e n ; College
and University Press,
^
73

x
Robert J.. Alexander, Labour Movements in Latin
America, (Londons
Fabian Publications, 1947), p p . 9-11.

up at the same time was a labor group which affiliated itself
with the Industrial Markers of the World (IIW) of the United

na

States»

It was these two groups which led labor agitation

in the early 1920’a and which, was so frustrated by the imabilit
of Alessandri to get reform legislation through the oligarchydominated congress of that day.
Labor was one of the pillars of support under the
Ibanez election and administration.

They beiieyed that hi

was the man who could accomplish the promised reforms of the
September 11, 1924, manifesto.

But some of the first steps

he took when he gained power in 1927 were to preclude possible
future opposition, from strong labor groups.

First, he exiled

important opponents like lanuel Hidalgo, the Communist
senator who had control of the FOCh.

Second, he droye the

FOCh underground.
Third, he outlawed the Communist party in
7g
Chile.:
Ibanez accomplished the near elimination of labor
organizations by denying legal recognition to any but his
newly created Republican Confederation of Civic Action (CRAC).
A labor organization could not^ possibly operate without
official government recognition.

^

On October 27, 1927, Arturo Alessandri arrived in
Buenos Aires from Chile with several other fellow exiles.
^Poblbte Troncoso and Burnett, p. 61.
75

Alexander, p. 14.

■■
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From that date actiwe plotting on the part of the Conservative
group outside of Chile took place.

In November, Alessandri,

the leader, moved his center of operations to Paris where
Ibanez1 overthrow was to be plotted in detail,

8ne of the

most active agents in the conspiracy was General Enrique
Bravo, a long-time rival of Ibanez, who arrived in Paris
in December',:

By the end of December, Bravo had enlisted

the aid of Marmadwqwe Grove, and taken him from London
where he had been military attache, to Paris to join, the
conspirators,

January 17, 1928, Alessandri, Bravo, Grove

and lajor Carlos Millam met in Calais to discuss the current
situation, in Chile,

By March 1, Agustin Edwards, Pedro

Torres and Carlos Ruiz had joinid the group.

76

In March of 1928, two events took place, which delayed
any action on the part of t h e ,plotters,

The first was the

arrest of five sons and two sons-in-law of Arturo Alessandri
in Santiago,

The reason for the arrests was said to be the

discovery of a Communist plot in which those brothers were
suspected of being involved.

A c t u a l l y t h e arrests were

government retaliation for rumors' of the conspiracy with their
friends in Europe.

77

lost of them were released very shortly.

During the same period, a courier had been apprehended
75

......
Donoso, Alessandri . ,. .J , II, 17-23,

77
'ibid. ,.oo, 22-23.

r

carrying documents between Dr, Jese Santos Salas and Carlos
Lilian and Roberto Ywnge, head of the Chilean Labor Office.
Santos Salas had been sent to Europe in early 1928 by Ibanez
■
.
on a '
“mission of minor importance” to get him out of the way.
Ibanez was aware, that there were opposition forces actively
working against, him.
A revolutionary committee was formed in Buenos Aires
as a base for action against the Chilean government.

This

committee consisted of most of the important Conservative
80
politicians in exile.

The task of the members was twofold,

y

collecting funds for the movement and spreading anti-Ibanez
propaganda.
An interesting move on the part of the Chilean
government was the announcement by the minister of the
interior on October 2, 1928, which declared that since
internal order had been restored to Chile, the government
had suspended all banishment-measures.

All exiled Chilean

citizens were by that declaration allowed to return to
Chile„^
There could.have been several reasons, none of which
was ever revealed officially, for such a declaration.

One

7Q
lew York Times, March 12, 1928, p. 23.
^ 1 , Andrew 1, Cl even, “Suppression of Opposition in
Chile,” Current History, XXVI1 (February, 1928), p. 732.
- gn
Donoso, Alessandri . . . » II, 23-24,
^ Mew York Times, October 3, 1928, p. 34.
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might have been
by

a desire to break up the plotting activity

bringing theconspirators back to the country and

there

fore closer under the watchful eyes of the government.

Another

reason sight be the fact that Chile's economy was largely
dependent on foreign capital.

For that reason she would

want to demonstrate to the world a stable, secure internal
situation.

Related to that assumption is the statement of

lilliam Siller Collier, retiring American Ambassador to
Chile.

The address was delivered October 4, 1928 in the

United States.
It is my feeling that business, the laboring and
middle classes desire a continuance of the present
regime, that has been dignified and honest, punish
ed corruption, put into effect a Presidential system
similar to ours, put an end to the inefficient .
parliamentary system, stabilized the currency,
established a budget and largely purged the
public service of that element of corruption which was
in operation under the old r e g i m e , 82
At the time of lr. hoover's visit to Chile only two months
art

later, the United .States had $600,000,000 invested in Chile.
Ibanez seemed to have an acute sense of political
maneuver:.

On April 7, 1929, he appointed a commission to

institute reforms In the electoral laws of the nation.
Ostensibly, this was for the purpose of insuring that the
situation which had resulted in the election of members of
A9

New York Times, October 4,.1928, p, 28.

^ .iaw York Times, December 1.1, 1928, p. 1,

congress "not representative of the mill of the people,"
mould net continue.
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The result of that commission's

activity mas that, in effect, the president and his cabinet
personally elected the members of congress in the congressional
elections of 192.9 „

The new electoral lam provided, that the

presidents of the political parties mould meet and agree on
a list of candidates for each district, one candidate for
each vacant office.

These mould then be named the elected

officials by the president and the nem congress would be
85
formed.

This mas fully acceptable to the chiefs of the

old political parties because they mere afraid that a free
popular election mould be dangerous, in that there was a
strong possibility of a majority Socialist-Labor victory.^
The outward appearance of the administration at the
end of 1929, then, was one of stability, prosperity and
popular satisfaction with the activities and machinery of
government.

A single major deportation action in -1929 against

four deputies led to the reorganization of the cabinet.

In

a secret session of the Chamber of Deputies held on August 14,
1929, the financial condition of the country was discussed
and debated.

Following that meeting, four deputies were

DA

New York Times, April 8 , 1929, p, 4.
85tUurth Rojas, pp. 151-156.
DC
Haring,."The Chilean Revolution . . . ," p. 198.
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arrested for verbally attacking the minister of finance,
/

Pablo Ramirez and his policies.

Those deputies were Dominge

Quran, larcial Nora, Alfredo Bravo and Elias Errazuriz.®^
The cabinet resigned on August 22 as a result of those
arrests and cm the 24th a new cabinet was constituted.
The cabinet changes seemed to have been for the better.
•i

og

Chileans appeared to approve the new members.

JaramillhV

the new minister of finance and a key figure during that
period of criticism of financial policy, had, in his back
ground, experience as Comptroller General of Chile, and as
director of the national railroads.
of Public Works.

He had also been director

Emiliano Bustos, the new Public larks

minister was well-known among engineering circles.

A

technically educated man, he had been Governor of Arica
province and also director of the Bureau of Agricultural
Colonization.

The new foreign affairs minister was a

diplomat and had held the post of Ambassador to both Bolivia
and Mexico.
A 7

New York Times, August 15, 1929, p, 9.

nn

New York Times, August 23, 1929, p. 2; August 25,
1929, p. 5,
The cabinets
z
Interiors
Enrique Bermudez
Educations' General Mariano Navarette
Sars
General^ Bartolome^ Blanche
Navy:
Captain Carlos Frodden
Finances
Rodolfo Jaramillo
Public Works? "Emiliano Bustos
Foreign Affairs: Manuel Barros Castanon
Health and Welfares
Luis Carvajal
Justice s Oswald Koch
QQ
New York Times, August 26, 1929, p. 5.
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But the outward appearance of the administration was
a deceit.

It was not an effective guage of the actual

situation at the end of 1929.

The forces which developed

during 1930 and the first half of 1931 to reach a climax
in July of that year with the,overthrow of Ibanez*
government, were already in motion.

dictatorial

EPILOGUE,
Carlos Ibanezf pillars of support were the military
and the working classes and their support was based on the
desire for, and ultimately, the receipt of better conditions
of life.

Weaknesses in those support pillars began to

become obvious in 1930.

In that year, the Ibanez regime

began to receive blows from within and without the administration and the country.

With the weakening of Ibanez1

support, the opposition began to gain strength.
made mistakes..

Ibanez

Neither he nor anyone in his administration

could lay claim to Infallibility.

But personal fallibility

cannot be considered the real reason for the demise of the
Ibanez government.
One of the basic reasons for failure was the economic
situation.

It will be remembered that the education: and

public works programs of the administration were extensive..
The cost of such programs was far above the ability of the
income of the country to support them.

Planned at a cost

of $24,340,000 per year for six year's, the funds furnished
'

'

by long-term foreign loans, Chile was actually spending three
times that amount on her public works and education programs*'*''
^ Thomson, p. 283.

"

.
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During 1930, while the expenses of government grew, the
export of nitrate and copper, mineral resources basic to
Chile's economy and foreign trade,-declined 25 to 30 per
2
cent from the previous year.
Although Chile had maintained
a favorable balance of trade during the years 1928 and 1929,
this decrease in exports reduced the normal income of the
country so that the national budget was completely thrown
out of balance,

Chile's reaction to the world-wide economic

crisis which.was in progress is embodied in the statement of
\

the Manager of the Bank of Chile, Aureliano Burr, who said
on March 25, 1930 ;4
„ . .though the actual world crisis has compelled
Chile to restrict the production of copper and to
close a few small nitrate establishments, in exchange
many important works of modernization have been
started within'those mineral establishments.
This
fact, coupled with that of the construction of public
buildings, roads, irrigation works, etc. will make
all signs of unemployment in Chile practically
impossible.
But at that stage, the government was pulling a blanket over
its own eyes and the eyes of the people.

The continuation of

public works projects gave the appearance of prosperity in
a time of financial distress.

By September, 1930, the

newspapers were reporting that the financial situation had
v'’
'
«
become critical throughout the country mentioning "unfavorable
2Ibid,, p. 284.
4®urth. Rojas, p. 162.
4Wew York Times, larch 16, 1930, p. 24.
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trade balance» curtailment of banking credits and the general
5
tightening of money,”'
continued indefinitely.

The self-deception could not have
The loss of income from nitrate and

copper exports meant decrease in production in those areas
and a consequent unemployment of miners and supporting
workers.
On July 2.1,..1930, a joint State-Civilian Industrial
venture was undertaken.

The government of Chile was to take

fifty per cent of the.shares of a consolidation of Chilean
nitrate production and resources, while the civilian or
private producers would, hold the remaining shares.

The

consolidation, called Companla de Salitre de Chile* or
COSACH, was to stabilize the world market of Chile's main
source of income, the nitrate industry.
amount of criticism of COSACH.

There was a great

The fact that the industry

was depressed and there was unemployment caused a decrease
in the consumption power of. the nitrate workers, and there
fore a decrease in the revenue of the agriculture and
commodity interests which supported them.

COSACH received

a great amount of the blame for those conditions.

Many

Chileans were against the close economic alliance with
the Worth American interests which controlled most of the
nitrate production.

The maim objection along this line

^New York Times, September 21, 1930, III, p. 4.
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mas. that this gave too much control of Chile's mineral reserves
to foreign interests.

The fact that the price of nitrates

and therefore production declined brought additional
criticism to C05ACH*

Actually» the advent and increase in

production of the competitive synthetic nitrogen bad for many
years been decreasing Chile's share in the world nitrate
market«

"fflhile in 1894 Chile furnished 73 per cent of total

world production, this figure had been reduced to 57 per cent
by 1912, 35 per cent by 1924, and 5 per cent by 1932-1933,”®
The COSACH experiment was short-lived.

One of the first

acts of the government which replaced Ibanez' dictatorship was
7
the dissolution of the company.
Aware that the country's financial condition was
creating problems for his government, Ibanez did not stand
idle,

hie had, in less than a year, three finance ministers.

Rodolfo Jaramillo resigned in July, 1930.®

As early as lay

of the same year he ” began to talk of economies,” but he was
unsuccessful.

Ibalez would not listen to him, the administra-

tiom was not ready to cut back.

In August, Jaramillo was

replaced by Julio Philippi, who was considered
expert

to be

an

in the field of finance and at the time of his
®Thomson, p, 288'.
7 Ibid., pp. 289-29S.
®Sew York Times, July 27, 1930, p. 15.
®flaring, ” The Chilean Revolution . . .

p.

100.
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appointment held the job of Superintendent of Banks for
Chile.He
y

Castro Ruiz.

resigned on January 8 * ^931
11

in favor of Carlos

/C-

Ibanez did not realize the seriousness of the

situation, nor could he see the future consequences of; it.
When Philippi had tried to explain it and warn him, he was
dismissed for his efforts.

Castro Ruiz would not cut back,

but instead tried to increase the nation's already overburdened
12
loan schedule. The financial situation continued to deteriorate.
Another basic reason for the failure of the Ibanez
government was. the reaction to the dictatorship's oppression
of .
‘personalities and its suppression of individual rights,
there were certain segments of the community .which reacted to
Constant censorship of. the press, for instance.

There wap

known to be a system of espionage in operation, which had
the purpose of keeping the government informed of events and
<]3
activities in the highest and lowest sectors of society..
the.fact that such a thing had never been known in Chile on
such a scale and the feeling of constant surveillance by a
large number of people was to be a thorn in the sides of
many.

The fact that a government must be informed to operate

effectively was little.consolation to the people who were
.

y

,

....

.

.... ..

^ ^New York Times, July 27, 1930, p. 15.
^^New York Times, January 29, 1931 , p , 7.
4O
■
Haring, "The Chilean Revolution . » . ,H p. 200.
13
^
' "Don os a,, Desarrollo . , . , p. 136.

effected by the espionage.

Arad the arbitrary depcrtatien of

a large rawmber of citizens, often without explanation or
obvious justification brought reaction not only from those
deported and their families, but from any who realized, the
evil of such an official government policy.
On September 2 2 , 1930, the revolt which had been
pisinnad by the Chilean exiles in Paris and Buenos Aires
was attempted in Concepcion, about 300 miles .south of Santiago
The revolt began with the landing of a single aircraft flown
by two American pilots.

Their passengers 'were$

General

Enrique Bravo, Colonel larmaduque Grove, Luis Salas Romo,
Carlos Vicuna Fuentes and Pedro Leon Bgalde.^^"

The plan

/

was to initiate the revolt in Concepcion, setting the spark
which would spread throughout military installations in
Chile.

The leaders of these installations were to take over

the local government of their respective areas.

The revolt

was nipped in the bud when the conspirators were arrested

Z 15
by the Governor and the military commander in Concepcion.
Conspirators were identified in military units throughout
Chile and arrested.
Blanche then made

The minister of war, General Bartolome

the declaration that

the army was Absolutely

' ^ Mew York Times, September 23, 1930, p. 1. The
details of the planning and execution of this revolt' are
presented in Bonoso, Alassandri . . . ,II, 15-40.
^^New York

Times, September 23,

1930, p .1,

loyal to the government.

16

The fact was that this action

evidenced some degree of military subversion.
The exiles and the military were not the only Chileans
involved in active reaction against the government.
as August,

As early

1930, there was evidence of student activity..

The government charge was that "student elements were maintain
ing a camoaign of subversive agitation intended to undermine
the government."

17

At.that time, however, the government was
r
'
willing to let educational authorities handle the situation.
Another phase of the reaction to the Ibanez dictator?
ship was in the political area.

Some seeds of doubt were

planted in the public mind concerning Ibahez* plans when* in
June, 1929, rumors were started that the President would seek
reelection.

A second consecutive term was specifically

forbidden by the Constitution of 1925.
The rumor implied
/
that Ibanez desired to use a common dictator's maneuver, that
is, to amend the constitution to allow his own reelection.

18

Another point of discontent were the political
machinations of Ibanez and his cabinet in the congressional
elections of 1929.

It was called the "Thermal Congress"

because it was elected by the president and his cabinet on
^^New York Times, September 24, 1938, p. 8 .
^ Mew York Times, August 6 , 1930, p. 3,
18Figueroa,

III, 511.

the basis of a n e w .electoral law, while the comgress was em
its summer break.

The reaction was a questioning of the

legality of procedure in that election.

19

?
The congress

which was elected, or rather appointed by Ibanez, had little
prestige because of the methods used to bring it to office.
Another political maneuver on the part of Ibanez
was his message to congress on January 25, 1931.

The aim

of that message was to gain extraordinary powers during the
four months congress was recessed.
The present crisis, political and economic, is one
of the most serious in history and has created in all
countries difficulties which it is necessary to face
with quick action.
The worldwide tendency to strength
en the authorities in order to opbpose effectively
anarchical forces endeavoring to undermine the
fundamental base of civilization has already been
recognized and adopted in Chile with the recent
emergency law to insure domestic order and security
by the head of the State.
Notwithstanding the provisions of that law, the
speedy occurrence of events demands that the Executive
especially during vacations of Congress should also
be empowered to resolve without delay urgent problems
of state.
Consequently and considering the possible
events which may take place,.! ask the Congress
urgently to dispatch this b i l l .20
The congress passed the emergency bill presented by Ibanez
on ^January 30, 1931
The economic and political situation of the country
reached the point of crisis in July, 1931.

On July 9,

^Galdames, p. 376.
^ New York Times. January 26, .1931, p. 10.
^ New York Times, February 2 2 , 1931 , p. 8 .
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the finance minister, Armando Jaramillo» handed his resigna
tion to the P r e s i d e n t . Jaramillo was replaced by Francisco
Garc.es Ganaj then President of the Bank of Chile.

After

r

three days» Garcas Gana had failed to form a new

c a b i n e t

.23

lith that failore» Ibanez gave the job to Pedro
Blanquier.24

Blanquier mas an engineer and had been an

important figore in the organization and financing of Chile’s
r a i lr o a d s .

25

Ibanez has been said to have made his greatest

error when he appointed Blamquier and approved his cabinet.26
That, cabinet, under Bontere and Blamquier, immediately took
action to bring the country back on stable footing.
they were knocking the support out from under it.

Actually,
In his

first official statement, Bontero promised to return the
suspended guarantees of individual rights.

He also indicated

that there would be ’♦drastic cuts” in all government depart
ments including the army and the navy.2?

In addition, he

22Netu York T imes» July 1 0 , 1931, p. 12.
23iew York T imes, July 13, 1931, p. 14.
24New York Times, July 14, 1931, p. 48.
2 5 Ibid
North Rojas, p. 164.
The cabinet:
Interior and Social Welfare: ^Juan Esteban fflontero
Justice and Instruction: /Jose 1 , Rios Arias
Ear:
General Pedro, C.harpim
Navy:
Admiral Hipolito Merchant
Finance:
Pedro Blanquier
/
Foreign Affairs:
Carlos Aldwnate Errazuriz
Development and Agricultures
Francisco Cereceda
27«sw York Times, July 15, 1931, p. 3.
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decreed a free press.

For the first time in the Ibanez

administration the press was able to comment on government
affairs.

28

The next few days witnessed a series of rising

and falling cabinets, none of which,

in the short time each

was in existence, was able to accomplish any change in the
critical economic or political situation.
The rioting and bloody demonstrations which marked
the overthrow of Ibanez were the culmination of the' growing
feeling of discontent in Chile.
began rioting.

On July 22, 1931, students

Some were active in street demonstrations

by breaking windows and turning over streetcars.

/

Others

moved in, took over and barricaded themselves inside the
9Q
main building of the University of Chile.
On July 24,
a young doctor, Jaime Pinto Siesco was accidently shot as a
direct result of the rioting itself and the attempts to end
the rioting.

This unfortunate accident produced a general

strike.of the doctors of the.city.

They were followed by

lawyers, engineers, school teachers, university professors,
and finally the labor groups.1"

Carles Ibanez had no defense

against an opposition of that strength, of that type.

He

resigned the presidency by formal declaration July 26, 1931.
^^New York Times," July 17, 1931, p. 7.
OD
Haring, “ The Chilean Constitution . . , ,n p. 201.
30 Ibid., o. 2 0 2 .
lj1ffiurth Rojas, p. 167.
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The dictatorship of Carlos IbaEez del Campo had been
brought to an end by- a unique civilian opposition ultimately
almost unanimous in its feeling,

*'The protest had taken

substance in all parties, had reached the labor organiza
tions and the professional bodies and invaded the Universities.
The Government had its force intact; but its .force was
against the unanimity of public opinlom.*^^
The usual result of the overthrow of a dictator is
the formation of a political vacuum.
Anarchy was the
x_
immediate result of Ibanez* resignation and departure
/_
from the country.
!:|. . . The fall of Ibanez was followed
by a period of political agitation and social unrest which
witnessed the failure of nine different governments, two
general strikes, and even a naval revolt, in the short space
of fifteen months."33
There was nothing ready-made to replace the deposed
ruler. 'Political parties had been so disorganized and
depleted of active members that it was going to take a long
time to build up strength and reorganize.

Political institu

tions had been considerably changed during the four years
zw
of Ibanez.

^ E d w a r d s and Frei, pp. 211-2 1 2 ,
33Gil, p. 29.
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Oar 1os Ibanez bad a phenomenal rise to power triggered
by the military-civilian revolution in September,

1924.

He

rose fast and he moved into areas of public life f/or which
he had little or no experience.

His training had been almost

exclusively military and his political judgement was weak.
But he had. the characteristics of leadership that could be
transferred into civilian positions with little difficulty.
He had the organizational sense and a thorough grounding in
making decisions that made it possible for him to run a
complex governmental organization successfully, for four
years.

He admittedly made mistakes, but he had certain

other attributes'which make some writers consider his regime
was a success and allow them, thereby, to justify his methods.
K That General Ibanez was entirely honest and public-spirited,
few will deny . , .
The Ibanez regime, from the time he became minister
of the interior in 1927 until he was overthrown in 1.931, was
a civilian government.

The fact that he had the support of

the military did not make his rule a military dictatorship.
That it was a dictatorship'even Ibanez did not deny.

The

government was supported by labor groups, and had the firm
support of the carabineros.as a counterforce to the military,
if needed.

The coups of September,

1924, and January, 1925

34Haring, "The Chilean Revolution , . ,

p. 198.
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were military revolts.

It was the. military who had the force

to carry out what they thought was the will of the majority
of the people.

But that revolt was not militaristic in the

sense that Ibanez had never wanted to make Chile a country
governed by the military, for the military, nor had any of
Q

the other leaders of the movement.
Between Chile and’ the danger of militarization
has stood the figure of Carlos Ibanez.
As
premier and as president he has consistently
aimed to keep the government a civilian
government, although when he first came into
power he knew of few in the ruling class he
could wholly trust, and had to begin with new
and untried m e n .35
Ibanez himself, at the end of his second term, made the
following statement*
ly two Governments have been civilian.
The
discipline of the Army was reestablished and
I never accepted under any circumstances the
interference or intervention of the Armed forces
in public affairs.
The Army returned to its
Barracks to take care of its specific functions.
At the same time, I managed to equip the Armed
Forces with modern material, providing legiti
mate stimulus to the career of arms.36
Ibanez admitted to the fact that

he was guilty of

acts during his dictatorial administration,

arbitrary

justifying them

.

by wa desire to serve my country better."

The arbitrariness

of dictatorship, the self-imposed rule of a single man cannot
^5Haring, “ Chilean Politics, 1928-1928," p. 25.
Correa Prieto, p. 151.
37

Stevenson, p. 48,
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be so easily jostified«
approval to Ibanez*

Bat the people of Chile gawe tacit

first administration, to his program

and to his methods, and even more broadly t'o the events of
the entire period 1924 to 1931, when they elected him
V/

President of Chile for a ,second term in 1952 .
The positive accomplishments of the administration,
in the area of pwblic improvements, social and welfare
reforms, and even temporary economic well-being, far out
weighed the negative, aspects in the minds of the Chilean
electorate.

They did not all blame Ibanez for the world

crisis of depression, which ultimately was the principal
reason behind his overthrow,

Bier did they blame him for

the careless economic policy which eventually might have
caused his downfall even without world wide depression.
It is difficult to justify a role for the military
as political decision maker for a country.
an armed force is unusual in Chile.

That role for

The fact that its

unique incursion into public affairs in the first third of
the twentieth century was successful did not make the role
a popular o n e .

It is conceivable that a complex set of

circumstances could at some future date align themselves
so as to trigger military intervention in Chilean politics.
But, continued development of democratic processes and the
continuing education of successive generations of Chilean
voters minimize that danger,

Increased professionalism

of the military and useful labors for officers and men in a
peacetime situation
even further.

limit the chance of military intervention

L

APPENDIX

WEKBESS OF THE * GRAND CONSULTATIVE C01iflISS I0N« 1
Appointed April 7, 1926
Apunategui Solar» Domingo
Beilp.Codesido, Emilio
pprrps Borgono, Lois
Bulnes» Francisco
Bdccardoj Hector
Bustos» Julio
Banados» Guillermo
Barbosa, Enrique
pSrdenas, Solasco
Concha,/Juan Enrique
Cruz $, Victor
,
Cbncha, Luis ISalaquias
Cdwards latte3,/ GoilleE»s.
Edwards, Agustln
Figueroa, Emiliano
Fernandez Pe n a , Carlos
"a'jardo, Pedro
Sierra, Juan Guillermo
Gallardo Nieto, Galvarino
aarcia Qldini, Fernando
Sierra, Gregorio
Galdames, Luis
liregips Gana, Antonio
ildafgb. Banpel
Jerez, Ramon
Labarca, Guillermo
Loyola, Pedro Leon
LyoniPeia, Arturo .
iontero, Juan Esteban
Montenegro, Pedro Nicolas
Bella, Angel
ieza"Fuentes, Roberto
rzun., Enrique
1
Donoso, Alessandri
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Liberal
Balmacedist
Liberal
Liberal
Radical
Radical
Democrat
Balmacedist
Democrat .
Conservative
Communist
Democrat
Liberal
National
Balmacedist
Radical
Democrat
Salmacedist
Radical
:
Democrat
Communist
Radical
Liberal
Communist
Communist
Radical
Independent
Conservative
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